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FROM  THE  PRINC[P'AL

1988-the bicentennial year for Australial
1988-the inaugural year for Ashwood College!

Forthe students,parents,staff and the community of Ashwood College 1988 will certainly be a year
to remember-the establishmentofAshwood College.Times have changed and  so  have  the educa-
tional  needs of the  community.Jordanville Technical School  established  in  1955 and Ashwood  High
School established  in  1958 both served their students and community with great distinction.

During the period  1985  to 1987 the planning and preparation was undertaken so that in  1988 the
first steps could be taken to create a new, exciting educational institution that will serve the community
into the next century. Those of us who are fortunate enough to be  involved in the planning and de-
velopment have the responsibility of providing an educational foundation for our community. It is a
serious responsib"ity but also a stimulating challenge.

I would  like to paytribute to the principals  Ms J.   Eltham,  Mrv.   Roney,  Mr G.   King, Mr 8.  Baxter
and  Mr  R.  Adams for the  outstanding  leadership  shown  in  bringing  to  fruition  this  new  concept  in
secondary education. The Principals were supported in their efforts by women and men of vision on the
staff of both schoools and by the parents who served on the Councils. The task of bringing together t\^/o
institutions with  different philosophies and different work practices has not been an easy task.  It has
been tackled with courage and the members of the t\^/o school comunities have had the vision to see
the benefits that will flow when the College development is completed.

Ashwood College will become an educational focus in the Eastern metropolitan area,provjding
a range of courses not available in any surrounding schools or colleges.

I  believe   that,  with  the  introduction  of  the  new  Vjctorian  Certificate  of  Education  (V.C.E),
students will be looking for a wider range of  courses and we will see  much greater mobility of students
bet\^reen schools where special programes are offered.   Ashwood College is in a unique position to
provide these courses.

Ashwood College  has great potential, and I  am sure that through  our combjned  efforts a
college of great distinction will be built. I ask everyone associated with the college to combine together
and commit ourselves to building our College jnto an institution.

In conclusion,I would like to thank you all for the very warm welcome that I have recieved   I
would  particularly like to thank the staff for their support  in this quite  difficult transition  period.

I would like to congratulate the students who have coped with the change very well arid
who are such fine ambassadors for the College.

I look forward to the future of Ashwood College with great anticipation.

K. A.  Scobie
PRINCIPAL
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ASHWOOD  COLLEGE  STAFF...1988

BACK BOW:  Ms.B.  Boulton;  Mr.G. Young;  Mr.C.  Addison;  Mr.P. Orange; Mr.P.  Kelly; Mr.J.  Bell; Mr.I. Kerr;  Mr.B.  Churchward;
Mr.F`.  Sloane;  Mr.G.  Ship.

FOUPTH  POW:  Mr.J.Bullen; Mr.  M.  Culling;  Mr.P.  Evans;  Mr.Pl. Geddes;  Mr.P. Jones;  Mr.D. O'Keeffe;  Mr.J.  Norman; Mr.F{.
Anderson;  Mr.C.  Pearce;  Mr.D.  Zyngier;  Ms.A.  Kukuruzovic.

THIBD BOW:  Ms.H.  Sanders;  Mrs.D.  Dolt;  Ms.M. Graham; Mr.P. Cuthbert,  Mr.P.  Davey;  Mr.a.  Laughton;  Mr.W.  MCKeown;
Mr.B.  Dunstan;  Ms.C.  Vaskelis;  Ms.N.  Watts;  Ms.C.  Johnstone.

SECOND  Flow:  Ms.A.  Van  den  Berg;  Ms.J.  Ogle;  Ms.V.  Bedlord; Ms.S.  Yannopoulos;  Ms.J.  Uhlhorn;  Ms.P.  Taylor;  Ms.C.
Saunders;  Ms.H.  Launer;  Ms.M.  Dusting;  Ms.N.  Petrenko;  Ms.M.  Ferguson;  Ms.J.  Thomas;  Ms.S.  Foster;  Ms.S.  Baker.

FPIONT  BOW  Ms.S.  Harris;  Ms.A.Helmy;  Ms.D.  Podhorodecki;  Mss.D.  Morrison;  Ms.M.  Perkins;  Mr.C.  Sanders;  Mr.B.
Adams;  Mr.B.  Baxter;  Ms.S.  Cunningham;   Ms.M.  Eaton;  Ms.D.  Rowe;  Ms.T.  Pice;  Ms.J.  Hills;  Ms.N.  Smethurst.

ABSENT:  Ms.J.  Motfat;  Mrs.Y.  Calcutt; Ms.M.  Sake;  Ms.I.  Smit; Ms.Pl.  Davis;  Ms 8.  Kuczuk; Ms G. Archer;  Mr 8.  Green;  Mr
W.  Dooley;  Ms  Y.  Haylock;  Ms  I.  Hamilton;  Ms  G.  Swarf.

STAFF   CHANGES,   1988

1988 saw a number Of changes in the College Staff.  At the beginnjng of the year we had two principals, Mr.Fl. Adams
and Mr.B.  Baxter,  and the two deputy principals,  Ms.S.  Cunningham  and  Mr.C.  Sanders.

We welcomed  a number of new staff to the school-Mr. Addison; Ms.  Harris; Ms.Morrison; Mr.O.Keeffe; Ms.  Bice; Ms.
Sake; Ms. Sanders and Ms. Sme{hurst; and welcomed back from leave-Mr. Culling; Ms.  Moffat and Ms. Podhorodecki.  Mrs
lnny  Smit was  appointed  as the College's Business Manager.

Fron the begim I ng of term th ree we had one principal, M r. K. Scobie-and four acting deputy principals-Mr.J. Bell; Ms.N .
Petrenko;  Mr.C.  Sanders  and  Ms.J.  Thomas.    Ms.S.  Cunningham  accepted  a  seconded  appointment,  Mr.Adams  was
appointed  principal  of  Coomoora  High  School  and  Mr.  Baxter principal of  Pljngwood  Technical  School.

Others to leave the stalf during the year were; Mr.P.Kelly (to Wantirna High School); Mr.W.  Mcl<eown  (to start his own

private  business).  Ms.S,  Yannopoulos  (to  Camberwell  High  School)  and  Ms.D.  Morrison  (maternity  leave).
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TO,   THE   FIRS,T    STUDENTS   OF   ASHWOOD    COLLEGE

We  are   in  a   stream  of  change  with  no  end  in   sight.      This   year  has  been   a  new
school,    the   College,    Mr   Scobie   appointed   as   principal,    a   new   uniform,    and   the
beginning  of  great  physical  change  as  well.    Mr  Davey  has  begun,   with  you,   the  tree
planting project  that  will  result  in  the  return  of  forest  to  the  site  of  the  College
and  in  the  near  future  the  refurbishing  will  begin  of  the  buildings  on  the  chosen
site  for  the  College,   the  present  eastern  campus.

There  are  also  great  changes  now  in  what  we  must  do.    This  will  be  the  last  year
of   H.S.C.      From  next   year,    1989,    the   Year   Twelve   public   examination   will   be   the
Victorian  Certificate  of  Education,   taken  on  the  basis  of  an  accumulation  of  units
rather  than  a  single  sit.ting  of  examinations.

In  the  centre  of  all  this  are  the  things  that  must  not  change  too  much.    Effort
is  always  the  survivor's  best  friend,.   a  school  is  a  place  to  begin  building  a  goc>d
life,-   and  the  impc)rtant  thing  is  still  to  go  on  caring  for  each  other.

The  parents  of  the  students  and  f riends  of  the  college  have  had  a  part  in  all
the  decision  making  processes  which  have  helped  shape  the  College   so   far.

Those   decisions    affect    the   nature    and   character   of   the    College    and   the
opportunities  which  will  be  yours.     This   is  our  part  of  helping  you  cope  with  the
waves  of  change that  will  keep on  coming and with which you will  have  to deal  directly
in  the  time  when  you  have  left  the  College.

The school you go to  is  import.ant because  of the  inf luences  it has on your future .
You  start  school  as  children  and  finish  as  young  adults.     Our  job  as  parents  is  to
care  for you,  raise  yc>u,  and together  with  your  teachers,  to  provide  yc>u  with  a  range
of    decent    futures    from   which   to    choose.        That    is    your    right.        That    is   our
responsibility.

In  looking  at  you  it  is  plain  to  see  that,   no matter  what  effort  is  called  for,
no  matter  what  work  must  be  done  on  nyour  behalf ,   it  is  all  worth  it  because  you  are
all  worth  it .   Our youth  are  the best  thing about Australia  and the best  of Australia .

As  this  year  wears  to  its  end  and  already  preparation  for  the  next  year  begins,
we  want  you  to  know  that  you,   our  children,   are  wonderful  people  and we  are  all  very
proud  of  you.    Good  luck  and  Good  effort

Your  parents   and  friends,
MACE   ANDERSON          (on   their   behalf )

S_9=H_O_O`LCOUNCIL
School Council meets once a month.  It starts at 7.30pm and finishes at about 11.00pm.  With sixteen

people trying to talk at once and all with opinions to air, it often takes a while to get through matters, but
it gets done, with the interests of the school and the community at heart.

As  student  representatives  on  the  council,  Karen  Phillips,  Mark  Aalbers  and  myself have  an
important role to play.  The teachers and parents want to know how students feel on certain issues, or if
something needs to be done or changed.  They are also eager to hear what students are doing around the
school.

The council is very supportive of the S.R.C. and the students, willing to hear what we have to say and
help.  By goingthrough the council, the s.R.C. has been able to getblue and goldjumpers for the soccer team.
We were able to get the surface of the tennis courts on the Eastern Campus cleaned and re-lined.  We have
been able to launch the lol]ie drive to aid the EON FM Dance Group. At the beginning of the year, the council
gave the S.R.C a grant so we could be self-sufficient.  The S.R.C. also brought to the notice of council, the
need for something to be done about the crossing, in particular, how muddy the pathway got, which now
thankfully, has been changed.

Council is a great learning experience and it is important for students to be involved as this is where
the major decisions concerning the school are made.  We have helped select the new principal and have been
involved in major decisions concerning the development of Ashwood College.   It has been interesting and
I am glad I have been involved.

Willeka  Wooster.
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STITURE OF PREFECTS AND STUDENT

On Wednesday 16th  of March, members
of the  Students  Representative  Council
and Prefects for 1988 were invested at a
special school assembly.

At this assembly Mr Adams referred to
the public declaration which Prefects and
S.R.C.  representatives  were  making  in
undertaking    additional    responsibility
within the school and that they would be
expected to make decisions on behalf of
students and the school which were in the
interests of both.

PREFECTS 1988

Afshin Akhtarichavari
Mtthew Allen
Carole Anderson
Stephen Answerth
Lorraine Bid
Dean Coleman
David Cox
Michelle Dunlop
Susan Engberg
Doreen Gheblikian
Lenise Hall
Vicky Haus lead
Justin Harding
S teven Haylock
Rebecca Hodgkin
Jodie Hutcheus
Christine Kemey
Anthony Fingshott
Jean-Paul Lefebure
Greg Oliver
Rachel Rendau
Pierre Salama
Karen Smith
Kellie Thorn
Lyndon Warfe
Mark Wheaem
Wiueka Wooster
Megan Davis (School Captain)
Jonathan Gill (School Vice-Captain)

TUDENT REPRESENTATIVE COUNCIL. 1

Year7    Simon Fair
Year 8    Melissa Aalbers

Sally Dunlop
Marion Jenkins
Anthony Michaud
Fiona Sale

Year9   Justine Law
Toula Moustakas
Matthew White

Year 10 Jason Francis
Sonia van Schilt

Year 11 Mark Aalbers
Linda Lomb ardi
Kerry Mortimer
Lisa Reitbauer
Karen Phillips
(Vice-President)

Year 12 David Cox
Michelle Dunlop
Steven Haylock
Rebecca Hodgkin
Mark whearem
Willeka Wooster
(President)
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S.R.C   Annual    Fleport
The Student Pepresentative Council improves each year, and 1988 has been no exception-its influence

and  Involvement continues to grow.
WHleka  Wooster  headed  the   Executive  as   President,  with   Karen   Phillips  as  Vice   President,  Toula

Moustakas as Secretary,  David Cox as Tresurer, Jason Francis,  Mellissa Aalbers and Simon Fair as year level
representatives and  Mark Aalbers who, together with  Willeka and Karen, were the student  representatives on
School  Council.

Apart from the School CounCil,  many S.R.C  representatives were on committees throughout the school.
These included Toiila Moustakas and Sonia van Schilt on the Curriculum Committee  ,  Michelle  Dunlop,  Sonia
van Schilt and Jason Francis on the D.S.P. Committee, Lisa Peitbaueron the Equal Opportunity Committee and
Mark Aalbers on the Camps and  Excursions  Committee.

Other students who  were  active  members  of  the  S.F}.C  were;  Sally  Dunlop,  Marian  Jenkins,  Anthony
Michaud, Fiona Sale, Justine Law, Matthew White, Steven Haylock,  Plebecca Hodgkin, Mark Whearem, Megan
Davis and Adrian Schlegal.

The major feat of the s.P.C this year was the opening of the student coffee shop.  This was a joint project
with the Year 12 Business Studies class who decorated, opened and operated the Coffee Shop while the S. FLO.
supported them financially  and gave  assistance wherever necessary.   The Coffee  Shop  has  now becx)me  a
permanent feature of the school,  and will continue to improve as finances  and time allow.

Members o{ the  S.B.C.  have  been  involved with  three  lnservice  Days, one  held  at the  school  and  two
involving students attending other Centres.   These were very successful and enabled students to interact with
other students  on  S.R.C.  matters.   Sally  Dunlop was selected to  attend  a  Pegional  Board  Meeting to  enable
students to extend their influence outside their own schools.

The student radio has continued to flourish under the auspices of the S.B.C.  and, while its development
is slow due to lack of finances, it does continue to improve and grow.

Many matters are continuously brought to the  notice of the S.B.C. for submission to the School Council,
and these include such diverse matters as a tree blocking the view on the school crossing, the need to insecticide
the textiles  room,  and the  need for the Senior soccer team to  have new jumpers.   All these matters, and  many
more,  have been successfully resolved after student submissions to the Council.

Many successful  fundraising and social days have been run by the S.Pl.C. during the year, but probably
the  most  successful  was  the  free  sausage  sizzle,  when  students  could  exchange  an  idea  for  a  sausage.
Mountains of  sausages were  consumed,  and dozens of excellent  ideas were  received.   Many of these  have
received attention, and many others are in the pipeline-lack of time and money being the pn.ncipal drawbacks!

To sum up, this has been yet again a very successful year for the S. B.C and there is no reason to suppose
that  1989 will  not continue the trend  and be even bigger and better.
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Tuesday the 21st of June was an outstanding eve-
ning for the College. Fifty of our senior students
were presented to the Mayor and Mayol.ess of
Waverley at Rembrandts at a glittering Ashwood
Presentation Ball.

If the success of the evening could be measured by
the attendance of parents, friends and relatives of
the students and the enjoyment which they had,
then the ball was an outstanding success.

Special thanks must go to Mrs Dusting who spent a
great deal of her time and energy over a number of
months organising the occasion.

taking a bow
Debutantes a;nd PartreTs

god:ig{utchems-Steveng{ayfock.
Shokeria ^GaemanL{ - q±itLae( ^Gaemand

f tyan Sirith - Jottatham gilf
KSIG& tlFiom - f4nchony Kjngshott
susan jqmstrong . peter Julson
Maryse q3araf ton . Saw Daniient
Jotie q3eysou . rvitmie Caccetta
Shelley Bruming - jnfidroui StamthoTpe
Amii6e[ Ca;rdoso - Corny Saf ro

Mieheae chak. Ben `Wed6
Dea;nne Dariis -Jason jinderson

Joan:ne Dunstan -R36 bi& T=[Gott
Mamie E4wards - grant Firth

§eneuieve fuan`s - Mark.Aa[6ers
J essica, §Teen"elf - Jean-Pud Lei e6ure
q]ra TG:mgshott - Rghan §Of:f ro
Micheue 1:foyd - Matthezu jlttan
Sarfu Logan - §fem 9\&aves
I,i:mda 1:mbardi - Da:ire:rL Sa:undeTs

Ref rota. MccasRif i - jwidrou PRifti:ps

Kpry Mortine;I - §Teg Kpndaadze«is
5heTidan Muffiouand -q3en PedeTson

Kg±h:y q!eck.- Laelrmce 6Offro
Karen Phll[kps - Damn Cleeman
Lisa, R}it6auer - ct:ristim Jackeson

TtcaileT 9iT[ . 9andfia Ira;rmopoulos
page boy - 9\Gchobas yon::napoulas
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This  is  the  first  year  that  Ashwood College  has
had   a   separate   library   facility   for   senior
students .  It  is  largely due to the tolerance and
resilience   of    staff    and   students    that    the
massive  reorganisation  of  resources  across  two
campuses  has  been  so  successful.    Students  have
enthusiastically  accepted  the  concept  and have
been   most   helpful   in   their   advice   and   have
helped in  the  selectic)n  of materials  as  part  of
their  curriculum.   The  housing  of  computers   in
the  Senior  Library has  enabled many  students  of
all  levels  to  save  considerable  amounts  of  time
in  the  work  of  editing  and  re-editing  of  their
work  and to  aid this process,  library staf f have
spent   considerable   time   training   students   in
using  them.

1989   has  been  an  exciting  year   for  the
Eastern  Campus   library.

At  the  beginning  c)f  the  year  we  were  faced
with  the  daunting  task  of  amalgamating  the  two
libraries  (Jordanville  Tech collection with the
High   School   collection)  .   We  were   fortunate   in
having   Mrs   Joan   Bower,    mother   of   Marion   and
Douglas,   helping  us  whenever  possible.  Without
Joan  the  task  would  still  be  continuing!

We  are  pleased  to  report   that   there  has
been  a  wonderful   surge   in  reading  and  we  have
reached    the     stage     where     demand    outweighs
supply.   We  must   congratulate   the  Year   7   and   8
classes  and the  teachers,   for  their  continuing
support   and  enthusiasm.

As   usual   the   Library  has   featured  many
displays   of   students'   work,     camp  photos,   and
photographs  of  other  important  events,  e.g.  the
Presentation   Ball.   Our   latest   display   is   the
work   from  the  Art   classes   of   Year   12.

The  library  is  a  multi-purpose  area.   It
is   used   for   teachers   meetings,parent-teacher
nights,   staff  gatherings  and  fashion  parades.
We  welcome  these  added dimensions,   but  we  think
student   use   of  the   library  during   recess   and
lunch  for  work  and  for  recreation  is  c)ne  of  its
most   important   roles.

Magazines,   games,    and   over-night   bor-
rowing  of  reference  books  such  as  the  Guinness
Book   of   Records   have   been   just   as   popular   as
ever -

Suggestions   for   new  magazines   and  boc)ks
are  welcome,   especially  early  in  the  year.   So
let  us   know  your  favourites.

ASHWO0D COLLEGE MAGAZINE  1988

PEER  SUPPORT REPORT

At this stage, four year levels have had  some
fom of contact with the Peer Support program
since its inception two years ago.  By this time
next year, all levels in the College will have ex-

perienced it.
It has helped many year seven students

gain  friendships,  a  sense  of  belonging,  less
racial prejudices, communication  and discus-
sion skills, and trust and self esteem building.

The year eleven  students have had the
chance to gain responsit)ility, lean leadership
skills and help a group of new students assimi-
late and solve problems.

This  year,  the  Peer  Suppon  students
have  helped other schools  introduce  the pro-

gram.    Eg:  Knoxfield  College,  Kildona  Col-
lege,BrandonparkTechnicalschoolandcam-
berwell IIigh. Michelle Thompson, year eleven
and Mark Cox,  year seven,  also  spoke to the
Malvem/Waverley Rotary Club.

The Peer Support Program in  1989 has
had  a  great  start  because  sixty-two  year  ten
students  have offered  to lead a groiip of year
seven  student  after  being  introduced  to  the

prc)gram in 0 ctober.  They  win do three days
of training in December.

RON ANDERSON
S Ludent Wel fare Co-ordin ator.
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Community  Service

l'M DANI EL AN D I teach the grade preps

plus grade ones and twos.   At the start,
I  GOT A  BIT  ANNOYED  at  girls  in  par-
ticular, but I learned to put upwith it.  I feel
that  I have made a few friends.   I gener-
ally think  I  am  a  help to  all the kids.   The

preps especially pay me a lot of respect
tor helping them with their work.   Some-
times you get a bit frustrated; eg.  I nearly
threw a grade two in the rubbish bin, but
if  you  keep f riendly  you  get to  play with
them.

Maxi  is  my  favourite  student:  he
likes   me   to   lift   him   up   and   whirl   him
around.   He's  very friendly.

The  first  teacher  I   helped  is  Ms.
MCKenzie.  She's very good with the kids
and she's good to me.  Miss Mead is OK
too but she's a bit hard on the kids.  I don't
do  much  in that class.

by  KAPEN  BEACH,  KRISTINE  BEAuCHAMP,  JUSTINE  LAW,
MICHELLE  LEFEBUF3E  AND  MAF}lA THOMOPOULOS

HEBE  WE  ABE  again  at  Ashwood  Special  School,  where  we
attend  every  Tuesday  afternoon  to  help  the  children  with  their
activities  and  learning   skills.     While  helping  the  kids  with  their
school work, we thought back to the first day when we all started.
There  we  were  all  in  a  group,  huddled  together following  each
other.   Mrs.  Meddings,  our supervisor,  gave us the grand tour of
the school.  This didn't help us much because bythe nextweekwe
had forgotten where  everything was!

At first we were  supposed to be  split into two groups with
Maria and Justine doing Bike Ed., which teaches the children the
basic skills of riding   Michelle, Kristine and Karen were to helpwith
their  swimming  lessons  which  were  unfortunately  cancelled for
the  whole  time  we  would  be  there.     Instead,  the  three  were
assigned  to  do  something  different.    In  the  first  session,  Karen,
Kristine  and  Michelle  helped  the junior kids  with  their  PE  skills.

The bell rings for the afternoon recess where we all gather
into the staff room where we swap experiences.   After our break,
we all separated, where Justine and Maria went to Bike  Ed. with
the juniors,  Michelle and  Karen doing fine motor, which  helps the
kids gain control of their hands and  mind,  and Kristi.ne  helps Mrs
Gregory's class with  their reading.

Throughout the term we have  had a GPEAT time with the
kids and it  has been  a good  learning experience for all of us.

We would  especially like to thank  Mrs.  Perkins for making
this  possible,  and  everyone  else for allowing  us  to  participate  in
Community  Service.   THANKS  ..
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Community  Service...
Elderly Citizen's Club
by  BF}EIT  HILL,  JULIE  HALL,  KELLY ANDERSON
and  F}lcHARD  LEIGH

BPETT   HILL,    Julie    Hall,    Kelly   Anderson    and    I

(Bichard Leigh) were chosen to go to the Ashburton
Elderly  Citizen's  Club.

As  we  left  school  for  the first  time,  we  were
trying to get there pretty fast, as we were anxious to
start.  When we entered the foyer forthe first time, we
were too scared to go th rough the inner doors i nto the
hall,   so  we  stood  outside  for  about  five  minutes
thinking of what we could do.   We decided to enter
and sat down in the corner.

A lady called Linda introduced herself, and told
us she was only the Secretary but the President, Peg
MacKenzie, would be there fairly soon.   She arrived
about five  minutes later.

We  started a new game called  Indoor Bowls
and  rushed  to  play  our tirst  game.    After we  had
finished playing, we accepted a nice cup of tea and a
few  lovely  biscuits.   This was  all we did  on our (irst
week and we were hoping that we would do some-
thing different over the coming weeks.

Our second time we were hoping for a bit of a
change from the game of bowls we had had the week
before.  On our way there, we worked our way up to
the milkbarwhere we bought our lollies and chewing
gum.

Then we made ourway back to the club where
weweretoldtoplayanothergameofbowlswi{hthem.
We  played  bowls  but  could  not  bowl  at  all  and the
people there were saying that we were getting very
good.   The thing was that we were not even getting
them on the  mat.

By our second tea break, we were getting very
bored of our Community Service, but we were brav-
i ng on and o n so they didn't know tliat we were bored .

Things  did  not  change  much  for us  over the
coming weeks:  bowls,  bowls  and  more  bowls  and
endless  cups  of tea.    We  found  conversation  very
hard  as we  did  not  know what  to  ask  and  they  all
asked us the same questions each time.

We found it a good break I rom School, we got
on  better  as  a  group,  we  learned  to  play  bowls,
Bichard  enjoyed  the  endless  supply of  biscuits  but

gee we  hope we don`t get old  and grumpy too soon
ourselves.

Monteflore
by MYPA HARDING and  NICOLE

AS WE WEBE walking down the driveway we were
both very nervous and curious as we had not been in
the  home  before.   We walked into the  main  door to
see  a  welcoming  face  to  greet  us.     Marge,  the
secretary,  showed  us  to  Tn.sh  Taylor,  a  volunteer
leader.

We  walked  into  the  Day  Poom  and  straight
away  we  had  to  give  out  afternoon  tea.    The  old
citizens seemed happy to see young children again.
After Trish introduced us, our nerves calmed down a
lot.   Nicole had to feed a lady and give her a drink of
tea.  Nicole gave me a worrying look. as if to say, "Am
I  doing this  right?"   I  gave  her a frl.endly  look so that
she knew she was doing it right.

Nicole  and  I  became  more  aware  of  the  old
citizens' problems and Trish and Beryl helped us a lot
by  explaining  their  problem to  us.    Nicole  and  I  felt
so rry for the old ladies , but as we learnt thei r problems
we learnt to  understand and  help them.

We watcried  a film there after they had after-
noon tea.  The film was on a ballerina.  I thought it was
really  boring  but  I  was  amazed  how  much  the  old
citizens  enjoyed  it.

Trish  and Beryl treated them really lovely and
Nicole and I learnt how to love them too.  The citizens
are really sweet and Nicole and I really enjoyed it on
the first day.

We walked the citizens back to theirwards and

gave them a hug and went back to the Day Boom.  We
had to find a lady to show us to the staff room.  Nicole
and  I finally found  her and were welcomed by Trish
and Beryl.  We had a cup of coffee and then we had
to go.

Nicole  and  I  loved  our first  day  and  we  love
doing  Community  Service there.    By the  end  of the
day Nicole and I had calmed all our nerves and would
be willing to work after school there as a JOB...  That
was a bit of a hint. Trish  and  Beryl.
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Community  Experience
at the Ashwood Memorlal Pre-School
by CORAL HUBEP  and JOANNE SELWOOD

WE AF}F}lvED  AT the  Pre-School on  our first  after-
noon where we met the Director, Mi.s. floss, who in-
troduced  us  to  Kelly,  who was on  work  experience
from another school.  We also met llm from Monash
University.    Later on,  we  also  met  Helen,  who  was
Mrs.  Poss's assistant.

We  were  with  Group   8  with   approximately
fifteen  children.    They were  a  lovely  bunch  of  kids,
who  loved  us to talk to them.   We got to  know their
names  quite  quickly.     We  were  told  to  ask  them
questions and get them talking to us.

Each  Tuesday afternoon when Joanne and  I
arrive, they have put out activities to do such as clay,
Play-Do,  blocks,  painting  and  puzzles.    We  do  this
until 2: 30, then the children are told to sit on the mat.
While  Joanne cleans the tables,  I  cut the fruit.   We
take this in turns each week.  While we are doing this,
Mrs.   floss   tells   them   a   story   or   plays  guessing

games.  Then it will be ti me to eat tlie fruit and the milk
that  I  have prepared.

After this, they will go outside if it is a nice day
or otherwise they will  stay inside  and  play.

Before they know it, it is time to go home.  Then
when all the children  have gone  home, we  help tidy
up.   We  are dismissed  at four o' clock.

We enjoy going to see the children each week
and they enoy seeing  us  each week as well. The Jordie Kinda

by GLENN CHUBCHUS and GUY HANCOCK

WHEN WE WENT to the Jordie Kinda, we met all the
little girls and  boys and they wanted  us to  play with
them.  Sowe played with lego and helped them make
things at the pasting table.

This boy named Scott is a real @#!!>*§!! AND
HE  ALWAYS  PLAYED  UP!    lf  that  little  boy does  it

•~ai     again,  I  will  kill  him.   But there'sthis  little  boy  named

Dwayne  and  he  is  a  real  angel.    Dwayne  has  an

i     earring  and long  hair and he's  really cool
This  little  girl  was  playing  on  the  balancing

frame  and  she  fell  off  it  and  she  didn't  even  cry  or
speak or do  anything.

After they had all finished playing, we all went
back inside  and had  a story read to  us.   All the  kids
played up at least once, maybe because Glenn and
I were there.

When we were leaving, the kids said goodbye
and we said goodbye too.

The next week, we did almost the same thing
but we didn't go outside.  When we were just about to

go and bring our afternoon tea, the teachers got two
children to ring a Dial a Dino's pizza.  Afterwe had our

pizza, we had a story read to us for twenty minutes.
All  the  children  were  having  a  lot  of  fun,  but

there wasn't  much time  left so they had to  make the
most of it.  It was time to pack up so the kids went and
got their bags  and then we went  home.
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EX
"Are you serious?   We have  to be  at school by 5.30

a.in.?" The answer was yes and that was how the Expo Trip
began. The fol.ty-two students from Year 10 and three staff
members assembled at school on Friday 17th June to begin
their trip to Expo.

The  destination  for  Day  One  was  Sydney,  and  so
basically the day was spent in the bus, with a lunch stop at
the famous Ettamogah pub (of course, with no student sam-    ,`
pling the wares).                                                                                     ..

The next day was spent in Sydney, with a tour of the  '.-`
Sydney Opera house, the Historic Rocks area and a trip to
Tooronga Park Zoo on the ferry.

'The third day was spent travelling from Sydney to

Coffs  Harbour,  where  the night was  spent in  a  caravan
park.    The  last  day  of extensive  travel  was  from  Coffs
Harbour to Brisbane.

We had finally made it to Expo, and were looking forward to three days of exploring the pavilions and
experiencing all that this World Expo had to offer.

The Expo site was extremely large and spotlessly clean.  Even after spending three days we had only
seen a very small portion of Expo.  Some of the most popular pavilions were, Australia, Queensland, USSR
and Canada.

Unfortunately some of the students did not spend the three days at Expo due to badly timed illness.
By Thursay 23rd June, we were tired travellers and pleased to be boarding the plane for the flight

home.  It had been an interesting and beneficial experience for the students and the staff.
By   Sharon  Foster.

FT©ssi©  0©©
by  DONNY  PATTENDEN 9C

WE ALL KNEW that very little learning would be accomplished
on  Monday the  I lth, for this was the day for which we  had
been  awaiting  for  several  months,  the  day  we  would  be
travelling  interstate to the Apple Isle -Tasmania.

At lunch time, the forty-four of us who would be partici-
pating in the holidaywere dismissed to complete packing.  We
returned at three o'clock to board the bus that was to take us
to Station Pier.

Originally, almost all the Year Nines of the - then - Ash-
wood High School were going on the trip.  Gradually, however,
the numbers were whittled down until just over a bus load of us
were left.  As it would have been impractical to drive two buses
around Tasmania for just a few extra people, it was decided
that only forty-four of us would go.  Names were drawn out at
random and only these people came on the tour.

Joining  us were  four teachers:  Mr.  Bullen,  Mrs.  Hills,  Mrs.
Foster  (whose  idea  it was  to  take  us  to  Tasmanja)  and  Mr.
Laughton, who were either chosen for this exhausting trek, or
had some kind of death-wish.   Either way, they were a good
combination.
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Our ship, the Abel Tasman, looked quite impressive as we pulled into the pier, but appearances
can be deceMng.  The roomswere appreciated by no-one.  Described with such synonyms as "sardine
can",  "outdoor  dunny"  and  "matchbox"  they  were  rather  uncomfortable  -  okay,  claustrophobic,
particularly when the ship met the rough seas of Bass Strait.

Anyone who got more than t\^/o hours sleep on Monday night is either a very heavy sleeper or
had smuggled aboard some sleeping pills.  Lack of rest cannot be entirely blamed on the ship however
-an eleven o'clock curfew was set and was, of course, completely ignored.

A word or t\^ro must be said about the food, the expense of which was unjustifiable.  Have you
ever paid six dollars for a small serve of fish and chips,. fifty cents for a pea , perhaps?  lf not, visit the Abel
Tasman. And thiswasthe cheap part of the ship! A lesson can be learned from this -people can charge
you anything for a decent meal when you are stranded in the middle of the sea.

The following morning , we met our tour-guide/
bus driver, Chris.   He was kind, knowledgeable and
h ad relatively g ood taste in in usic -but the jokes were
terrible!   I suppose he has had a lot of practice, since
he has been  a tour-guide for many years.   Special
thanks are due to chris, though , who organised for us
many things that did not appear on the itinerary.

Music was played almost non-stop , with Stutter
Rap  being a sort of theme song for us.  One is inclined
to feel  sorry for the  few  head-bangers, who  were
constantly shouting  abuse at the  mainstream  rock
being  played.    They  only  heard  about  or`e  metal
track, if that.

After  seeing  some  sights  at  Devonport,  we
visited Cateract Gorge.  We also toured the Waver-
!ey Woollen Mills and the  Penny Royal Gun-Powder
Mill, the latter being the shortest tour in the history of
man.

We  reached the  Rutherglen  Holiday Village that afternoon, which  proved to be  much  more
comfortable than the Abel Tasman -the toilets  there were bigger than our ship cabins!

The next morning, the Tasman Highway took us along the East Coast to the Bark Mill, where we
saw how bark was, um„.  milled to make stains for leather.  You ltnow, what can I say?

The East Coaster Resort was our next place of accommodation.
Some strange metamorphoses occurred during the holidaythat nobody can explain.  Mrs. Foster

began to play "hopscotch" and "elastics" for no apparent reason.  All Mr.  Bullen could say to this was,"She's on something and she's not gMng  me any."

ln  addition,  some  of  the  boys  temporarily  changed  their  sexual  tendencies,  and  Stewarf
Hamstead grew a few extra "dicks" on his head.   No explanation is forthcoming.

On Thursday morning , we visited Port
Arthur for a grim  reminder of our convict
past,wherearatherskimpytouroftheruins
was provided.  We also saw a short audio-
visual (slides with a soundtrack) on the his-
tory  of  the  establishment.     After  lunch,
Scott and I embarked upon an alternative
tour offered by Mr.  Laughton and Mr.  Bul-
len, who still owes me at least S2.50!

The Marina Motel in Hobarf was our
next  destination.     !f  you  like  to  have  a
decent  shower  in  the  morning,I  do  not
recommend   this    place   -   the   water
seemed to go everywhere but your body.
Thankfully, not much time was spent here
during the day.  While we received excel-
lent reports from almost every other place
we stayed in, the management here was
not  very fond  of  us,  due  to  a  couple  of
incidents that dic! not please them.  Elabo-
rate?  No way.
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That night, we visited the city, which looks spectacular after dark with its magnificent bridge.  We
also went ten-pin bowling and discovered Gavin`s original style.

Following that, Chris did a no no and drove us to the entrance of Hobarf's rotating casino.  A bus
load of kids must have looked out of the ordinary here.  Scott, winner of the Mr. Card-Sharp Award,
would have liked to get off here and turn his five dollars into fifty-thousand.

The tour of Cadbury's Chocolate Factory on Friday morning was certainly a highlight for many
people.  Cadbury, who bought a great deal of land to establish their factory, also set up a school and
other facilities for their employees.  We learned how chocolate was manufactured and packed, but
I must admit, the actual eating was the interesting part.

Following the tour, much money was spent at Cadbury's inhouse store, where their chocolate is
sold at greatly reduced prices.

We visited the Mt. Field National Park that day and saw the Russel Falls, which caused quite a few
cameras to click.  The fresh air of the rain forests was refreshing and cleared the mind.   (And believe
me, it needed clearing!)

When we saw the boat on which we were going to sail down the Der\^/ent River for a disco, we
first wondered just where the dancing would be done, but room was found.

Not everybody danced, but most had a good time any\^ray.   (Except for the headbangers,
whose music was rejected once again.)

About halfway through, when the  boat was tuning  around and heading  back to dock, an
Awards ceremonywas held . Everybody received one , from .'The worst Taste in Music Award ,'' for Glenn ,
to the "Clayton's Award" for Tuan (the award you have when you don't have an award).

We  had our last look at Hobarf on Saturday morning when we  left for the  market where the
popular musjc-video show, The  Factory,   was being shot and  hosted  by Andrew Daddo (who was
sighted earlier in Launceston). Here, people spent the last of their money,the level of which was already
frighteningly low.

Following lunch, we were driven to Hobarf's r`ear deserted airport , where there was a touching
farewell.  Hugs and handshakes were exchanged, and Chris said that he could only hope that his next
tour would be as much fun as ours.

Our 727 was boarded at around ten to six.   For many people, this was a fjrst fljght, and it was a
strange sensation to see the ground falling away at a forty-five degree angle.  It was a smooth , trouble-
free flight and we arrived in Melbourne less than an hour later.

If you were to ask several different people what their favourite part of the Tasmania excursion was,
you would be sure to get several different answers.  But one thing I feel all of us believe is that the trip
to Tasmania made us all closer, and this is true of all such outings.

The return coach-driver atTullamarlne was nothing compared to Chris, but he did hisjob and re-
turned us to Ashwood College on time.  A cheer rose at the sight of the first MCDonald's store (there is
only one in the whole of Tasmania).  Last goodbyes were exchanged at about 8:00 pin, and people
made their separate ways home.   And as we departed, Mr.  Bullen  called out those familiar words,
"Remember -you're up at seven, and breakfast is at 7:30..."
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CANBERF}A  TRIP

An early departure from Ashwood Col-
lege at 7 minutes to 8 on an overcast day
set the tone  for what was  to  be  a very
busy  trip.  Steven  Haylock  was  last  to
arrive.

Euroa  was  our first  stop  to  satisfy  the
needs of Anthony Kingshott in particular,
but  soon the  bus was  empty  as  we  all
took the opportunity to stretch  our legs.
The  driver was  Don,  from  Buangor.  He

played our tapes  and  then  his "looney"
tunes.  But his real performance was yet
to  come!

Lunch  was  at the  infamous  Ettamogah
Pub  near Albury, followed by afternoon
tea  with  the  Dog  on  the  Tuckerbox,  5
miles from Gundagai.  By now,  light  rain
was falling.

We arrived at our desti ny, Warrambui , about 4.30 -a little sooner than our hosts expected. Hallf an hour standing
in the chilly Canberra weather soon  had  us  all wide  awake.

Garry  Watson was  host for the two days  at Warrambui, with  cooks  Martin and Glenda.  Dinner was good,  and
plentiful, along with all other meals, as we were about to discover. The first volleyball match was Year 11  vs. Year
12.  Naturally,  Year  11  won.I Garry got  us  into the  spirit of our visit with  a  1 -1/2  hour session  after tea.  Boy, were
we  in tor a  holiday!  Supper,  then  bed  by  about  11.30.  (This was our "early"  night!)  Some of  us  slept.

The girls panicked about 5.50  a.in. on Monday,  as we  had only 6 showers to 28 females and breakfast was at
7.30 a.in.  Have you  ever wondered what  26 hair dryers sound like? Who was  last to breakfast, Joanne?

A fine  sunny day greeted us as we stepped onto the bus at 8 o'clock to listen to 'AM' and then  Prue Goward, as
Garry had instructed us the nigrit before . First stop was the Canberra War Museum. What a fascinating collection
of our  history,  especially the  section  on the Vietnam War,  Bell  helicopter and  all!   We  haci till only  10.30  and all
agree that such  a short visit is totally inadequate to view all to  be seen. The stained glass was a favourite with
each of us.  Who  lit that flame,  Simon?

We  hurried on our way for an  11  a.in.  appointment with the  Electoral  Education Orfice, where we took part in a
mock election,  ballot-box and all. No time for a breather, as we then headed oft for the shortest lunch on record

(15  minutes)  on the grassy slopes of the  new  Parliament  House.

Ourfirst steps inside the new parliament House were through stringent security (right Ben, Cliftor!, €!enn, Dianne
and  Sheridan).  We stepped into the  main foyer to be awe-struck! Yes or No? Love it or hate it? You  must visit
the  place  and  make  up your own  mind.

1.30  arrived and we  met Gary Grey, the National Organiser of the Australian Labor Party in the House of Peps
Committee  Poom  Number 8.  How many kilometres of corridors did  he say there were,  Paul? All the students
responded enthusiastically after an informative and  honest talk on the  political  machine of our federal politics.
Gary finally tore himsel{ away at 3.15 -late for his 3 o'clock appointment.   (ls Stephen interested in the environ-
ment?)

Next, we toured the House,  ending up in the Gallery of trie  House of  Peps.  Our first glimpse of  real life politics
-Andrew  Peacock,  Barry Jones,  Clyde  Holding,  Bos  Kelly,  lan Sinclair,  Kim  Beazley,  amongst others.

A little later, we separated. Some of us went up to the top floor for a closer look at that flag pole and a skyline view
of Canberra. Others returned to the House o{ Peps, and a few to the Senate to hear John Stone in debate on the
forthcoming referendum.  By 5  p.in. we piled into the bus to  head home for dinner.
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Theroastchickensatisfiedourhiingertonight.Afterdinner,debriefingbyourhostGarrywasfollowedbyapolitical
video on how to get a seat in parliament. JB lost his privacy so that Bobert would not need tct go looking for Ben
again! Some of us stayed awake long enough to see the film through to its conclusion -disappointed by the guy
failing in his attempt to become a politician.  Everyone slept soundly, totally exhausted by trie intensive activities
of the day.

Tuesday dawned to see a heavy fog, but promise of a fine day. A more leisurely pace would see us throijgh today
Break{ast,  bus,  'AM' and  Prue Goward's show as usual.  Guess who was  last to breakfast again!

The Australian Sports Institute was the first venue, especially appealing to the more sports-minded members of
our tour. One of ourtour guides was Kerry Saxby -Australian National Walking Champion, who had just broken
the world  record.  We also saw Olympic gymnasts and the water polo team in action.

Back to Parliament House for our main session with  Prue Goward, current affairs journalist and ex-7.30 Peport

presenter.  Unfortunately  we  could  have  only  50  minutes  with  Prue  ,  as  she  had  a  12  o'clock  appointment.
However, due to the diligence of the security guards, we were lucky to have had that. We left with a fascinating
i nsight into politics from the media's point of view, and particularly a female media representative. We understand
better now the  relationship between politicians and the  media.

Upon leaving, we stumbled across an official welcome for the Prime Minister of Western Samoa -19 gun salute

and all! lt was our first glimpse of the  PM and  Mrs Hawke. As the procession passed into the foyer,  Bob waved
to  Doreen and greeted Sue  Engberg,  as Carole and others  snapped away with their cameras.  En  route to our
lunch  on the  lawns,  some of our tribe  ran  into  a  real  live demmo.  Judging the  issue  most worthwhile,  Pobert

Stodolak,   Hoa  Ta,   Linda  Howell,
Steven H„ Sheridan,  Marnie,  Lisa,
Jessica,   Mrs   V.,   Yvonne,   Kerry,
Julie and Genevieve quickly joined
in  to  protest  for  PATS  -  Bemote
Area  Telephone  Service.  Yvonne
and   Genevieve  were   even   inter-
viewed  by a  local  press  represen-
tative,   and   the   group   filmed   for
Canberra lv news!

At  2  p.in.  we tiled  in to  hear Ques-
tion  Time  in  the  House  of  F`epre-
sentatives.  More  'names'  came  to
life,  as we  saw  not  only  the  PM  in
action,  but  also  several  members
of  both  the  Government  and  the

Opposition,  including  John  Howard,  Dr.  Wooldridge  (our Member for Chisholm)  ,Paul  Keating,  John  Dawkins,
Wilson Tuckey,  lan Sinclair,  and  many others.  Not too many women, were there? The  PM  put on  a  real show.
Do you think  he  knew Ashwood College was in the Audience?

Then, off to the senate for a more sedate Question Time. Here, we easily recognised that famous pumpkin scone-
maker (Lady Flo). A few more women here than in the Peps -Jo Ballantyne, Janet Powell, but no Janine Haines
today.

Next,  it  was  back  to  our  scheduled  time  in  the  Lower  House  to  witness  Mr  Howard  getting  angry  over  the
Melbourne Age's re{erendum advertisements.  The Speaker finally managed to gain control of the  House.

Afternoon tea with  Dr. Wooldridge came next, followed by a visit to  his rooms where  he answered  many of our
questic>ns,  on a wide variety of subjects from A.I.D.S.  (Joanne's)  to conservation  (guess who's),  immigration,
tertiary tax, life in federal politics, the coming state elec(ion, fitness and the 27 kin of passage ways etc. A quick
visitto the Private Members Hall to see the base of the flag pole and on to the Members' swimming pool and gym
facilities.

The usual debriefing followed dinner and anotrier late night, with a few 'overanxious' Year 1 i 's joining the quieter
staff bedrooms. Students were not at all pleased with Wednesday's alarm clock but it was, after all, driver Don's
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last chance to 'get even'! All of us managed the early breakfast, with cleaning up completed in time for an 8 a.in.
departure for Melbourne.

We DID NOT visit Telecom tower, Canberra city, Lake Burley Gri(fin, movies, bowling alleys, milk bars or fast food
outlets.  We  DID,  however,  learn  much  about political  relationships, operations ot both  Houses,  political  party
mechanisms  and  saw the splendours of our new  Parliament House in this,  our bicentennial year of  1988.

M.  FEPIGUSON

®,,®,,,,,,,,,,,,,,®®,,,,,,®,,,®,®,,,,®,,,,
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1988 ROYAL MELBOURNE  SHOW
Once again the quality of our Practical Studies teaching staff and the high standard of work of our

students has been rewarded by excellent results in exhibits at the 1988 Royal Melbourne Show.
From a total of 37 entries from students ofAshwood College in the Art/Craft section seventeen prizes

were awarded to the following students:
CI-ASS 373 -POTTERY YEAR 9&10                  Colin Martin -3rd

CI-ASS 418 -METAL FABRICATION thand made article Year 11   Paul Niklas -1st
Sam Derwent - 2nd
Andrew Stainthorpe - 3rd

CIASS 407 -PIECE TECHNICAL CRAF`TWORK (Years 10/11)       Simon Fandrich -3rd
Rohan Goffin - Commended
Brad Moore -Commended
Con Souhleris - Highly Commended
Sam Derwent - Highly Commended

CliASS 167 -METAL WORK & JEWELLERY (Adult section)      SILVERSMITHING (Tableware)
Simon Fandrich - 1st
Lynette Blanchard - 2nd
Andrew Stainthorpe - 3rd
Con Souhleris - Highly Commended
Sam Derwent - Commended
Grant Firth - Commended

CIASS 166 -WALL HANGING OR MURAL (Adult section)         Brad Moore -Very Highly commended
Paul Niklas - 3rd
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THE  REVEGETATION  PROJECT -MONEY  RAISING

Should  the walk be postponed or not? This was the question that had to be faced on the moming of the
Walkathon.

Heat and the possibility of heavy rain loomed as potential threats to what finally was a most successful and
enjoyable effort by students and staff.

The behaviour of students on their walk was excellent, and the willingness of students and staff to be involved
was heartening.

95% of all students participated, with all students who walked completing at least 10 kilometers.

Jason Anderson of Year 12 ran, and completed 25 kilometres.

ItwasnoteworthythattheYearl2studentsraised$625,with$104ofthisamountbeingraisedbystevenHaylock.
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IT WAS  LOTS  OF FUN

TheYear70rientationcampatArrabriLodge
was  a  wonderful  success.  We were blessed
with  perfect  weather and  excellent facilities
which enabled the students and staff to take
part in a wide range of activities designed to
help everybody to get to know each other.

Friendships were formed which will last for
the duration of secondary school and beyond,
and understanding of others was fostered in a
waywhichisnotpossibleintheschoolsetting.

Highlights of the camp were: a long and pic-
turesque walk to the Warburton Swimming
Pool and back (practice for the Walkathon?), a
nighthikethatendedwithallofusmarvelling
at the starry sky, the moming feeding of the
animals and for many students, best of all, a
superb flying fox.

The students and staff alike are grateful to the
parents, School Council and the College pro-
gramme  of D.S.P.  which  subsidised  the  ex-
penses of the camp.

N.WATTS & R. GEDDES.
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mu8lB  WEEK  `!n,u,#,TS?
Bees with golden crash helmets and dark

glasses, slugs wriggling along  in brown sleeping
bags, a spider nest consisting of most of 7E under
a blackout curtain, garbage bag moths and a
four foot high Cheif Grasshopper complete with
antennae, were  all to  be found  jn the  hall  on
Thursday morning  , March 3lst

The occasion was a presentation by the
whole  of Year  7  after four days  of  music  and
drama  activities with final year music students
from the Melbourne College of Advanced Edu-
cation.

The four days consisted of a series of musi-
cal  workshops  involving  sound  exploration,  in
which the Year 7 students were encouraged to
create  their  own  music.    Vocal  compositions
and human machines were t\^ro of a number of
activites   undertaken,   and   interspersed   with
these was the gradual formation of a presenta-
tion for the last day.

In an erffort to get away from the scripted
plays involving hunman dialogue and into more
creativly oriented  activities, the idea of insects
was suggested.  It has been said that following a
world wide nuclear holocaust only insects would
survive and so  it was thought that the Year 7's
could  explore  different fain"ies  of insects  and
perhaps discover some  of the   characteristics
which make insects so (apparently) siiperior to
humans.

Each of the five classes were given a dif-
frent family of insect and the final presentation
consisted of a series of mini music-dramas based
on that insect.

Although the topic was suggested to the
Year 7 students, the rest of the presentation was
entirely their own.    Sound  effects,  musical  ac-
companimemts and the storyline were all  pro-
duced by them and the final result was a won-
derful hour of creative musical fantasy.  Many of
the vocal effects were quite subtle.

Throughout all of the presentations there
was  most  imaginative  music  ranging  from  7B's
humming bees to a vocal competition bet\^reen
the slugs and the snails of 7C

Costumes,  too,  were  made  by  the  stu-
dents   including   a   magnificent   grasshopper
costume made by a student of  7D, and a won-
derful metamorphosis of catapillers into butter-
flies  by 7A.

"TTLere  1,  wcis ,  on  tfue  stcL9Ez  LrT  tfue  I.tLft, bet,tTg  c.

s[ug    ott    Tfuursd;cLt|    .'.+ort+Ltlg,    sol'r+etfli,ttg    t
didr.'t  tfui,rTfu   1,   u>ou[d   fucit>e   dotTe   t.s   1,  slid
cLrour7d   i,"   trLy   sleept,ttg   I)c.9   Jee[Ltig   [i,be   c.

J°°"  siMON  FAIR 7C.

''1  was  so  embarrassed because  I  had
to wear a garbage bag and a washing basket
trying to be a snail but  I had enjoyed the
musical   drama   week."

TOM  FEATHEF]STON  7C.

• [t was fun to 6e on 5teye, even thou8ft I was a stilg.

LUCY  GFHMWOOD  7C.
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The  Year 9 and  Year  11  Outdoor Education  students  under-

took a bushwalk to  Sherbrooke Forest on  Friday  18th March.

The  Year  9  students  carried  day  packs  while  the  Year  1 1

students carried full  bushwalking  packs.

The walk was a practical component of the skills learnt in class

as well as vital  preparation for the  later overnight Bushwalk.

The weather was perfect and the quotes below show the high
level  of enjoyment:

Ill   gained   a  sense   of  knouJledge  @t)out

the   l]ush.''
TUAN  NGUYEN  9D

"I  gained  confidence  in myself` that  I  thought

I did  not  have."
JODIE WATTS 9C

"Euentuallg      uJe      made      it      back      to

the     bus     iuith     a     great     sense     of
ach  i  euement   .  "

TONIA  HOLLAND 9A

•'Tfuo  i'most  et+jotj®bbe  port  oj  tfue  wci[R,

t~cis  recLcfui,t.9  the  top  o/  tf.e  steep  FiL[[s
Dned  reci[i,zi,ng  fuo`#  rat"®rctpLX3LLtB;i;oD6k'9C

"I leaned the skills of using the equipment

and gained confidence from finishing."
KBISTINE  BEAUCHAMP  98

"On  the  Bushwalk  I learnt the  names of Native  Trees and

Birds..

SAMSON  DELAKIS 9E

SHERBROOKE  FOREST  PARK
WALK..............

The   Outdoor   Education   students   arrived   at
school  at  8.30  a.in.  eager  to  go  on  the  bushwalk  at
Sherbrooke Forest.  We took two buses and sang along
with a tape in the bus.  Yes, you guessed it, we listened
to Bros( Drop The Boy) and other latest hits.

We  alTived at Sherbrooke Forest after a forLy-
five  minute bus  drive.   We  were all  glad  to  see Sher-
brooke   Forest,   then   we   divided   into   two   groups.
Mr.Addison and Mr. Churchward the Outdoor Educa-
tion [cachers with Mrs. Foster and the other supervising
teachers were great to be with.  The two groiips went in
different directions and met up at Grants Picnic Ground
for lunch.  Both groups said the tracks were slippery but
fun.  They were quite muddy.  It was hard going up the
hills  and  enjoyable  walking  down  them.    Then  both

groups  headed  back  to  the  bus.   While  walkmg back,
Mr. Addison was explaining the different types of birds
and trees.  We had two students leading the way trying
to find which way we had to go back, we took i[ in turns.

IL took our group a t)it longer as a certain studcnl,
Coral  Huber,  had  a  sore  ankle  and  was  limping,  but
made iL back after a full four hour walk.  It was a great
experience as many students hadn't been on a bushwalk
before.   We all enjoyed it and had a really grcat time.

BycoRALHUBER   98
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CATHEDRAL RANGES
This year the year 9 Outdoor Ed. Camp  was held in the
Cathedral Ranges  State Park from 26th to 29th April.

We arrived there at about 2.00 p.in. It was pounng
with rain and we had to pitch our tents in it !   Bad luck for
thosewhobravelyventuredoffforthebushwalkthatafter-
noon.

Then  we  had  spaghetti  and  meat  sauce  skilfully

prepared by 'selected' chefs from our talented group.
After 'Churchy'  made some   of us do  the dishes,

Justin and Cameron went fishing;    Justin caught a trout.
The next day  we went horsending and mountain

bike riding; that was good fun.  When we got back to Camp
the other group had returned from the bushwalk so every-
body was a[  the base camp on  Wednesday night.

That night the student teachers made up an Orien-
teering course for  us to complete, which JODIE WATTS
loved.

The next day we loaded up our packs and went on
our bushwalk with Mr. Addison.  We amved at Sugarloaf
and some of us tried abseiling.      It was an exciting new
experience.

After having lunch we left Sugarloaf and alTived at
"TheFarmyard"justt]eforedark;itwasanenjoyablewalk.

Wequicklyputupourtentsandmadetcainthedark
but  not  many  I)eople  ate  it.    at  didn'[  taste  as  good  as
MacDonalds.)

On Friday we walked all the way down to the base
Camp at Cook's Mill.    Bronwyn and Joanne ran in first,
then all the other 8 ushwalkers went for a swim in the river;
it was freezing.   Then we went home.

Overall it was  a good Camp.

BRONV\/YN RASTI and JOANNE CLOVER
YEAR 9

UP    FTfflE    BDWEm
Canoeing With Outdoor Education .......

In the last week of term two, nineteen intrepid Year 10
students with Mr.  Churchward, Mr.  Addison and the in-
structors from the Outdoor Activities Group-Rick, Bruce
and Robin set out for the Maccalister River for the outdoor
Education Camp.  We left at 9.00a.in.  It wasn'[ a long tip
really, it seemed like we got there really quick.  The first

place we stopped was Lake Glenmaggie where we met our
instructors.   We camped the first two nights at Cheynes
Bridge on the banks of the Maccalister River.

Later that day, we went for a paddle in the Canoes.  We
leant  how  to  draw,  sweep,  back  paddle  and  forward
paddle.  The worst stroke was a CAPSZE drill where we
had to fall in the river.  It was really freezing at first but you

got used lo it.  We had to do a capsize drill so we would not
panic if we did fall in.   We then took our canoes back to
camp and had to cook our own dinner on small bushwalk-
ing stoves. (We even had to do our own dishes! ! ! ! I !)

The next day we did a short river tnp to get used to
paddling down a river.  On the third day we packed up all
our gear and put what we needed for that night in water-

proof barrels.  We were going to paddle the 'GORGE'.  We
started paddling and the rapids got more exciting and some

people  forgot  what they  were  taught and  fell  in.    After
about four hours of paddling we made camp, it got dark at
5.30 p.in.   We sat around the campfire telling stories and
eating marshmallows.  On the Thursday we wem through
two really big Grade Three rapids that were scary at first
but 'grouse'  fun.   The first one had a drop of about  1-1.5
metres.   We eventually made i[ back to Cheynes Bridge
where some of the boys threw Mr.  Addison in the water
necause he did not fall in.  We then went to Licola and had
the luxury of a SHOWER!

The only s[uden[s not to fall in were Karen Berg, Brett
Nautilli,  Micheal   Nicholas  and  Haans  Siver  but  they

probably weren'L trying!   It was really a different camp, it
was something we had not done before.   Overall i[ was a
really goer camp..

By.. Jeanie Mccoll, Sherrie Brash and Robyn Dixon
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F!UBICON  -   THE  EXPERIENCE  OF A  LIFETIME...

ln    late   third   term   a   group   of    eighteen
students(mainly the Year 11  Outdoor Education class)
along with Mrs.Boulton and Mr.Churchward headed to
Bubicon School Camp up near Lake  Eildon.   Pubicon
camp is  run by the Mininstry of  Education specifically
for students to have the chance to participate in activi-
ties as part of outdoor Education.  We had been trying
for three years to get into Bubicon and we finally made
it!!   Normally two  schools  go  at the  same time,  fifteen
students  from  each,  but  fortunately  the  other  school

pulled  out  at the  last  minute.

After a somewhat delayed departure we arrived at
Pubicon  in  mid-afternoon to  a very warm greeting  by
John  (camp director)  and  Laurie  (Assistant Camp  Di-
rector).   We were  pleasantly surprised to find that the
well  appointed  accommodation  had  two  people  per
room.     That  evening  we   had  a  session  on   Indoor
"getting to know you" games with the theme "Touching

and Feeling".  Michelle Lloyd certainly got into the spirit
of   things   by   constantly  touching   one   of   the   Staff
Members,  "Olive",  by  thumping  him  with  a  rolled  up
newspaper!

We awoke  (or rather were dragged out of bed)  at
7.00   a.in.   for   of   all   things-EXEFicISES!!!!!      These
turned  out  to  be  a  really  great  way  to  start  a  day  of
activities.  We all then went in a bus to Mt. Sugarloaf in
the  Cathedral  Banges for a day of  Plockclimbing  and
Abseiling.  We were split into two groups and one went
for a walk(or rather a rock scramble) up to the top of Mt.
Sugarloaf ,  where  John   Farnham  made  his  'Age  Of
Peason' video.   The others went to  a sheer rock face
about 25  metres high.   They all put on  harnesses and
helmets  and  were  shown  how  to  Bockclimb.    At  all
times  students were  safely  roped  and the instructors
really   stressed   the   safety  component.     Everybody
managed  to  climb  up  at  least  once  although  Anabel
Cardoso  got  herself  stuck  in  the  'pope's  nose'  and
gained  a  new  nickname  "The Wedge".

That evening we set off for a hike and braved rain
and cow pats as we scrambled up and down the hills in
the  dark.     The   next  day  (Wednesday)  trie  Goffins
showed their consistency and were  late for exercises

again  (let  alone anything else).   We then split up into
two groups  again to  go  Patting  and  High  ropes.   The
rafting groupwas to go down the Wlld Baging Bubicon
Fiver but lo and behold we saw a familiar face-it was
Mr.  Scobie,  our principal, who came up for the day to
see how great  Pubicon was.   Belinda and Kirsty were
designated to look after him and at no stage to get him
wet.  We had a practice run on the quieter stretches and
then drove up to our launching site.   It was great to see
all  those  tremendous  rapids,  and  how  scared  every-
body looked when they realized that they were about to
go down them.  Itwas afantastic experience andwe all
wanted to do it  again.

The  high  ropes course was great for the safety
conscious.  We were attached via our harness to a rope
at all times.  It was a great challenge to be about seven
metres   above   the   ground,   especially  for   anybody
worried   about   heights.      Everybody   attempted   the
course   and   made   it   through,   which   was   a   great
achievement, especially by the people who first looked
at  it  and  said,"NO  WAY"!    The  best  part  was  a  200
metre  Flying  Fox!   From all accounts it was the faster
the  better.    That  night  we  all  looked  forward  to  the
fabulous,  wait  for  it-BUSHDANCE.    Everybody  had

great fun  making total fools of themselves.

On Thursday one group went for a bushwalk to
Mt.Torbeck where they saw snow (well  ice really) and
explored the  most fantastic caves  anyone  had seen.
Meanwhile the other group went Mountain  Bike riding
to the F}ubicon Power Station.  All tried to n.de up a very
steep  hill called  ''Mars  Bar Hill" but  all failed.  We then
followed an  aquaduct before plunging down a narrow
trail where  Pohan Goffin  had an amazing stack when
rie tried to do a loop the loop; he also managed to  fall
later with help from Anabel. In the freezing cold waters
of  the   Bubicon,  Belinda,Janeen  and   Plobbie  all  be-
came certified  Mountain Women and  Men.

The  next day we  said farewell to  each  other and
one   group   headed   up  to   Poyston   House,   a  bush
retreat, and the other to Big Biverfor more rafting. The
Boyston  group  had  initiative  games  to  complete    a
series   of   challenges.   After   lunch   they   headed   for
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Poystone  (The  Hilton  in  the  Hills)  and  an  old  S.E.C.
house where we laid traps for small native animals (we
let them go later) . We caught 2 small marsupials and 2
bush  rats,  Sam and  Marcus  slept out under the  stars
(and outside the teachers' window-a big mistake !) The
next  day  we  went  bike  riding  about  15  kin.  back  to
camp-all down  a  huge  hill  in the  pouring  rain.

Meanwhile  back at the  Big  Fiver we  ran  into  2
ex-student  teachers-Craig  and  Steve.  We  finally  ar-
rived  at our destination,  Chaffles'Camping  area''.  We

quickly   put   up   our  tents   and   set   off   for  the   great
expedition. We had 3 rafts named the Titanic Two, The
Fairstar and the  Big  Dipper.   We  all then  met back at
camp for videos on  Saturday night.

Sunday our last full day, was spent  Bogaining
where Andrew and Cameron were the champions.   At
dinner Sam had a close encounter of a right kind with
John  Da 'Naval. cook.   Overall the food was fantastic.
All  in  all  it  was  an  EXPEPIENCE of  a  lifetime  and  we

just heard we got in again for next year.
By.. The Year Eleven Outdoor Education Class ......

QUOTABLE   QUOTES ......
'1 loved it today, we went for a hike to Mt. Torbeck    I felt

proud when we  reached the  summit.
PAUL   MOLDF`ICH

' I enjoyed the camp, it dyes  the best e7q]crience  I have ever had.

KRISTI  JACKSON

'Today we went on the High Ropes and Rarting-it was ace.

MICHELLE  F}AAB

'Tonight  we  camped  out  in  the  wilderness-
there   should  be  more  of   it.

F`OHAN  GOFFIN

Ion top of Mt. Torbreck we found some Aborigi-

nal Caves they were fantastic.
MARCUS  BLAIR

®,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,®,,,,,®,,,,,,,,,®,,®,,,,,,

a  ETT   I   N  I            H   I   B  H                  oN  ouTDooR  EDucATloN .... „ ....
On        Fridog        19th        of        august,        the

Outdoor      Educc]tion      Department       brought

the      mobile      Climbing      LJall        into      FlshuJood

College,           Outdoor      Education     students
in      Years      9,10,       and      11      i]long      urith      the

Year       11       Phgsicol        Education       students

each      hod      a      turn.           Pll   I       students      wore
3ofetg       helmets,        scifetg       harness       and
iuore      safetg      rctpes      cit      all      times.

Students      hc]d      the      chance      to     par-
ticipate       in      Flock      Climbing      (going      up),

flbseiling       (going      dou/n)       and      Pru3iking

{climbing      up       a       rope).            fill       students
reallg     enjoged     the     experience:

"I      liketl      flbseiling,     nockcliml]ing      and

Priisiking   because   it   iiias   sometlling   LLie   h@tl
not  done  I)efore  and  it  LLlas  a  n8LLJ  eHperience
for  me."                           ROBYN   DIXON     10D

"I  spent the first half hour watching the others and  I  eventually

had a go.   I climbed up the wall in a hurry and Mr. Churchward helped

me with the Abseiling equipment.   I was very glad  I decided to have a

go.   They should bring back the Climbing Wall back to school again."
WALTER SCHOENFELDER   10D

"Once you reach the top of the Wall the only way to get

down is to Abscil down.  The first step is pretty scary t)ul is great
fun when you push off."              JASON FRANCIs  loD

"Itwasverysafebecauseyouhadasafc`tyropeand

youcontrol yourownspeed."         BRETTNAUTILLI  10D
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gIR!LS  q=09¢ TM  Dflg\(CE  8g«OuP
On Thursday 28th July, twenty five girls from years  seven to twelve

competed  in the second heat of the  EON  FM  Bock Eisteddfod.
The  girls  started  to  rehearse  back  in  March  and  spent  many  hours

practising.
The Choreography was planned by Irene Sinandino, Marcia Urrutia,

Pat  Macaluso, and  Katrina Gotsis and the costumes were designed by
Irene,  and  made both during class and  lunch times by the Year Eleven
Garment Construction Students.

The  Backdrop  was  based  on  a  design  by  Michelle  Zammit  and
executed by a vast number of Year Eleven students, directed by Alison
Gilmour.    Shelley  Brunning,  Dianne  Petropoulos  and  Michelle  Zammit
did the jungle  make up for the  dancers.

On the day the girls competed against Beaconshill Secondary Col-
lege,   Norwood  High  School,  Kingswood  College,  Glenroy  and  New-
combe High Schools.   St. Columbus won on the day.  They are luckyto
employ  a  professional  dancer  at  the  College  and  the  standard  of  the
Costumes and Choeographywas a reflection of this.  Itwas also obvious
that an enormous amount of time and money had been allocated to this
venture.

Our students  performed exceptionally well  and could be eligible
for a  prize for first year entrants.

The  girls would  like  to  thank  Miss  Sanders,  especially for  her
support over the  last four months.

She  siipervised  them during  rehearsals  at  lunchtimes  and  after schools,
wilingly giving up her time,  and has been a major asset to the personal
success  of the whole  event.

CONGF}ATULATIONS TO ALL
Ms.  SANDEBS
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Entertainm  entThis W  eek
ByDannyTeo     7c

G   oocl evening ancl welcome to EntertainmentThis week    I.in
D   amy  Tea  L   eaf.     At  4   .I   0     it.s  Floaper   Erky,  perky!    F>   oor old
Flopper gets Into a real stew this time   Fish stewl  Some real 1y evi I
meanies,  borecl  with  Filot  of  Flsh,  decide  that  Flopper  would  do
nlcely with a serve of chips   But never f`earl  Before they can 1 ight
the barbies, Flopper del ivers a speech on the ecology and trhe re-
1ationship between dolphlns ancl  man  ancl  then bashes  them  about
the ears with his f`ins   Flopper real 1y shows what he is macle of  -
but  then puts his skin back on,

At5    0   0    itis.HereandAway..  Alanfinc]shisperfectmatch
and uses  it to burn  the house down.   His father grounds him  for a
week    Frank ancl Bobby  f`ind 'Tmue L   ove'  at  the newsagent and buy
acopyeach   L   ancedigsforthetruthandfinc]sac]rainpipe.  C   arly's
model 1 ing career goes wel 1  but w'111  she ever get the clay f`rom out
of her fingemai ls7

At  5   .I   0     it  Its  .No  Talent  Time'     Wowl    These  kicis  are  so
energetic.  They clance, sing, jump, run, shout anc! bounce.   That's
when they are putting their make-   up on.   \^/hat a mess!  Swoon to
V    ince D   el Typo.sversion cif .Teddy Bear.s P   icnic. and thrill  to the
fast action of` C   ourtney c   ocoramaasshe tries tci get bubble gum off
her shoe

At6    0   0     it  is  the.EvemngNews'      Tonight.supdate  isas
gripplng as watching mould grow on a shower curtain   P   resident
F(   eagan and P   rime mnister G   orbachev cannot agree on intema-
tional  matters at  the  latest summit  meeting.   But  they do have  a
very nice lunch.    An Australian polltician was rushed to hospital
to have his  foot remcived from  his mouth,   Includes new  guessing
game weather-1otto.

At6   .3   0    itisNejghbores   lntonight'slunch-packec!episocle,
C   harlene tells scotthe.s got dandruff   Scott is traumatised   Will
he reach for the mecll cated shampoo or have hi s heac] remcjved? rlrs
rlangel  goes to the dentist to get her teeth sharpened    Wi 11  Henry
recover from  the  laundromat horror?   His acid  washed  overalls
f`ell   to   pieces      will   he  go   stark   raving  mad   or  starf<   nakecl7
C   harlene sees a bit of Steve   His navel    Everyone gets confused

At7   .0   0    itis.Hunchatseven`.  D   cin'tmisstheprobingreport
on Austral ia's clingo fence.   How many clingoes did it take to biH ld a
fence that long7  Hunch Interviews a two-  heacted sheep to get both
sicies of the story.

At7   .3   0    it  isoaf   Onceagain, nelmac.sanswertoJohnny
D   epp  wrecks  havoc   in  the  rlanner  householcl.     In  this  seem-
splitting episode, Oaf   bnngs   home a friencl callecl L   assie   There
are some crazy mix ups when will ie feeds Kate a can of P   al.

At8   .0   0    it isF`   ichmonclriole.  C   onmereceivesabumponthe
head  ancl  forgets  her  lines    Jill  clisappears     ls  she  hicling  in  the
salad? C   onmetakesrevengeonFionaandpullsherfingemailsout
ivy puts on a load of welght   She wants to see a specialist but she
can't.   One of her chlns has rollecl  up over her eyes,

That  is all  f`rom  Entertainment This Week.   G   ood Night
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a?Icg¢Icjq!fgIA:g¢§IN|§RJOC9C„...

Hastilygrabbingmypicniclunch,ltoldmymothernouoexpectmebackuntilverylate.Ijumpedoutofthedustycar,lookedaround

at the awesome scenery,  and  ran towards the dirt (rack that led to the top of  Hanging  Hock.   As  I  ran,I  heard  my mother calling,
"Toni  dear,  do  be  careful.   Don't get  lost or dct  anything  foolish."

I skipped quickly up the roughly hewn steps-some made of rock, others of wood, bursting with pent-up energy.   I quickly overlook

a group   of Japanese  tourists  who had  paused to view a  koala dozing  in  a eucalyptus tree  adjacent to the  track.

I  continued ascending,  eager to  reach  the  pinnacle.   I  thought of my mother who would  be preparing  lunch with the  help of my

younger sister, while  my father and two  brothers sat aroung  relaxing.   Then my thoughts wandered to the  ill-fated girls from  Appleyard
College,  Marion Quacle and Miranda, who wandered off, and were never seen again.   I  have always wondered i( there was any truth in

that  story.   I  suppose  I  riever  shall  know.

I clucked  under  "the  Hanging  Bock"  and  scrambled  over some jagged  rocks  to view   the  spectacular  scenery.    Deep  purples,

delicate greens, pale orange, pastel pink and  hazy blues.   The colourful valley beneath me  looked so far away.   I could see a miniature

lake, with the strong breeze ruffling the calm waters, sending ripples aci.oss the surface.   I could see black and white dairy cows serenely

grazing  in  the  fields,  trees  swaying gracefully  in  the  wind,  and  a  little  red  tractor.
I jumped up and walked on, noticing the igneous rocks that were strewn about the rugged landscape.   I remembered vaguely my

science teacher explaining the difference  between volcanic igneous and  some other kincl of rock.   I slowed my pace  so as to enjoy the

ever-changing  scenery.   Brilliant green trees, dull  green t)i/shes and  grey, drab-looking rocks.

Seeing an outcrop of climbable rocks  I wandered off the  path and headed towards the rocks, ignoring a sign  I had seen earlier

that stated,  "Please  Keep to the  Path."   I  spent nearly an hour exploring every nook and cranny,  before moving on.

Climbing volcanic boulders for most of the day, pausing only to ravenously gulp down my lunch, my energy was gradually spent

At approximately three  thirty,  I  lay down beneath a shady tree on the edge of a clearing.   Soon afterwards  I was  fast asleep„.

... I was falling, down, down, down, ever downwards.  My head was spinning, the world was whirling around and around, faster and faster.

Abruptly  il stopped.

In  the  distance  I could  hear voices  coming  slowly closer, getting  gradually louder.   The  voices were  much clearer now,  I could

distinguish two voices.  The two voices, although they were both female, were very different.   Both were lady-like and gentle but one had

a  musical quality that the  other did not possess.   I  sat up in order to  locate  the owners of the two voices.

I opened my eyes and blinked.   It was twiligh! -a purple, pink and golden-hued sky formed a background for the volcanic rocks

that were outlined  against the pastel  sky.   I was enthralled by its beauty.   Then  I  remembered the voices.

Not very far away, on the other side of the clearing  I spied two girls; one lall and fair-haired, the other dark and of average neigh(.

I  crept closer,  intrigued by their  strange appearance and  the  fact that they were  both  barefoot.   As  I  drew nearer  I could  see a  pair of

spectacles perched on  the  tip of the darker girl's nose.

I heard the brunette call the darker girl "Miranda."  Miranda, the tall blonde was leaning against a large, deformed tree, jts branches,

devoid  of leaves,  reaching gracefully toward  the  heavens.   The  brunette was reposing on  the  grass beneath the old tree.

She  spoke,  saying,  "Miranda,  I wonder what Lumley is doing right now.   She can't spy on us up here."
"Hmmm ,"  Miranda replied thoughtfully,  ''Marion, look at the moon.   Do you remember lrma saying that she wanted to stay up all

night and watch the moon travel across the sky and see the sun rise?"   Mranda's soft voice reminded me of the soft tinkling of fairy bells.

Suddenly it all  clicked into place.   Miranda and  Marion were the  two girls who were never found, in the book Picnic at Hanging

Book.   Irma,  their faithful friend was found lying unconscious  near a ring of rocks near a young man.   That explained their clctthes and

bare feet]  in the  book the  girls take off their shoes and stockings.
''lt has been a  rather eve"ul Valentine's day,  hasn't it Miranda dear?"  murmured  Marion.

I sneezed.   I had been trying to hold it back but all of a sudden  I just sneezed.   Marion and  Miranda whirled around, their mouths

open  in  surprise.
"H-hallo,u  I  stammered as  I  stepped  hesitantly into  the  light of the  full  moon.   As  I  did  I  saw a silvery owl  gliding  down to  rest on

a moss-covered branch, just above  Marian's head.

After the  initial  shock  had worn  off we  began  talking.    I  could  not  believe  it.   Eighty-eight years  later the  two  girls were  no  older

than  they had been on that fateful  Valentine's  Day of  1900.

A(ter all the introductions and  explanalions, like, 'How did you get here?I and 'What's your name?' ,  Miranda offered to show me

a hidden cave.   Marian jumped  up to  follow,  but stopped  abruptly with a quick gasp.
"Why  Marian,  is anything  the  matter?" queried  Miranda.

"Her,  her clothes.   She's wearing pantsjust like a boy but different." she  stammerecl.

"Marian,  don.I forget  I  live in the twentieth century.   Both boys and girls wear pants nowadays.   It's acceptable.   Also girls have

boys names like mine.  Actually my real name is Antoinette," I pulled a face at the menlion of my real name,   "but everyone calls me Toni.u

I  explained.
"Oh!"  said  Marian at a loss tor words.

They showed me their cave and many other secret hiding  places.   We  picked lots of native flowers and  put them  in our hair.
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I  looked around.   I  seemed  to  have  gone  back in  time.   Mcist of

the volcanic rocks were the same bu( the erosion prctcess had

been reversed.  The withered, old trees I remembered had been

transformed  into  younger,  greeener  (rees,  in  the  prime  of their

life.   The old  tree  had  not been there  when  I  had fallen  asleep.

What   seemed   like   hours   later,   we   returned   to   the

beautiful, ancient  tree.   We  said our good-byes and  I  headed

back towards  the  shady  tree  where  I  had  left  my  haversack,

which  contained  the  remains  of  my  picnic  lunch,  a  shiny  new

compass and a map of the  Hanging  Book area.

I  sank  down  on  my  knees  and  fell  asleep  under  that

same shady tree.  I felt the same spiming sensation I had when

I  had awoken  from  the sleep that had taken  me  back  in  time

Not  much  laler  I  awoke.   I  glanced at  my watch.   It was

fourteen minutes past four.  I was amazed {o see that it had only

been eleven minu(es.   1[ seemed more like eleven hours.   Time

must stand  still when you go  back in (iine.   "Did  I  really go back

ln  time?"  I wondered.

I  stood  up,  stretched  and  pulled  my  shiny  silver  com-

pass oiit of  my  haversack.    I  peered  al  i[,  attemp[mg  (o  locate
north.   I could see my re(leo(ion in its silvercover.  My hair looked

peculiar,  it was  adorned  with  na[ive  wild  flowers.   So  it wasn'(

lust a dream.
I  looked  around  for  the  old  tree  but where  il  had  been

wasius( an oldwilhered stump.  Near (he stump was somethi-ng

shiny,   glittering   golden   in   the   afternoon   sunlight.      I   looked

closer.   Ilwas `he brooch off Miranda's dress.  Pure gold letters

spelt ou( her name.   I decided to keep it as a souvenir of my trip

back  in  time.

Miranda's secret cave and a beautiful arbour of lrees,-

young eighty-eight years ago , old now -are still there if you can
find them at Hanging Book   A mysterious,  magical place where

a few lucky people can be transported  back,  back way back in

''me....

by:   Marian   Jenkins       88

EVERYBODY, NOBODY, SOMEBODY,
ANYBODY

Soldiers and more  soldiers.
Big black furry hats
Sitting on  their heacls.
All look the  same,
Dressed in red jackets
Standing in rows
Marching.
Marching, marching, marching
To  the Royal  Melbourne Show.

Corey  Ballis.
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The Strange Kid
by PAULINE NOBLE 88

The sky was dull, the light from the moon was
hidden  by  the  tall  town  houses,  leaving  the  streets
cold  and dark,  except  for  a flicker  of light  which
came from the dimly lit street lamps which lined the

P:lvement.
Suddenly  out  of  the  silence  and  darkness,  a

boy appeared.   He was running;  he looked lost and
scared.   As  he came oiit of the  small  street into the
main street, I could see he was dressed in dull green
clothes which had been torn; his face held a lost and
lonely look.  He was dressed in strange clothes which
looked like he cnme from the  1800' s.

He didn't   look like one of the  local people or
even  like one  of the  people  from  the  neighbouring
towns.  He was different .   I closed my eyes to think
but when  I opened my eyes and looked outside, the
boy was  gone.   1[ was  as  if he disappeared.

I  sat  on  my  windowsill  sta.ring  out  into  the

town scanning every street and alley way I could see.
Finally  I  spotted him , he  was  walking towards  the
town hall.   He stopped still in  front of the h€ill.   lie
didn't move.

A grey mist covered the town.  The cool breeze
turned into a cold wind and in the distance I could see
what  looked  like  a  whirl  wind  starting,  but  it  w&s
much smaller and instead of destroying any thing in
its path itjust sailed through it.   I kept looking i\t the

whirlwind, and then  at the  boy,  suddenly  I realised
that  it  was  heading  straight  for  the  boy.    It  came
closer  and  closer,  then  it  hit  him.    The  boy  disap-

peared,  so  did  the  whirlwind.     I  was  so  scared  I
screamed`

I sat up.  I was in bed.  My window was closecl
so  I  got  up  and  ran  to  my  window,  opened  it  and
looked out.   There  was  no grey  mist, no cold wind,
no whirlwind and no boy.   Just a cool breeze blow-
ing.     All  I  could  hear  was  the  s()und  of  the  wind

blowing  the  lezives  along  the  pavement.

I  got  back  into  bed.    A  dimly  lit  street  lamp

shone throiigh my open window.   I closed my eyes.
It had all  been  a dream.
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THE MIRROR

Fairy-like beauty,
reflected there.
Soft as a snowdrop,

golden web hair.

Rosy complexion,

pale, blue eyes.
Sad is  their look,
Sweet cherry pie.

Petal  shaped lips,
rosy and full.
Small shell like ears

graceful and tall

Smooth soft skin,
mirrors don't lie.
Her beauty complete,
Beauty won't die.

MELISSA AALBERS 88

Old Cars

Dumped cars, old and useless,
Slowly rusting.
Losing blue and white to brown.
Wheels stolen,
Seats slashed.
Windows shattered, headlights gone.
Panels dented,
Number plates gone.
old cars.

Blake F`armar-Bowers

January 26 was  a fine day
The  sun  shone  brightly in the  cloudless  sky.
The  wind  just  strong  enough to fill  the  sails
Of the  many  ships that would  sail  into the
harbour that  day.
Just strong enough to  lift the flags of the
many  different  nations  that  sailed their ships
to  this coijntry for the  special  day.
As the crowd of thirty thousand,  packed around
the  harbour  like  sardines,  waiting  in  anticipation
and zeal,  a young boy of six saw the first ship
entering the  harbour and yelled,
"Da  ships  coming."

His  mother scolded  him  and told  him  not  to  lie,
but the young boy persisted  and sc> to avoid  any
embarrassment she  looked up for the  ship.
And,  as the  boy  had said, the ship was coming.
This time it was the boy's mother who  screamed the
arrival  of the  ship,  at the  same  time  signalling
to  her eldest  son  to  wave  his  flag.
Then  as the  ship came into  everybody's view, the
harboureriipted.
People were coming out to the  ship in their boats
to get  a better look.
People were cheering and screaming
People were dancing  and waving their flags un(il
the  ship (inally  anchored.
Then, the  national anthem was  played.
Australia's  natonal  anthem.

Ken  Poutakidis 8b

MAN HUNTS PIG.

Chris Kyriakou

A man liked to hunt
Mostly pigs
Which  are helpless.
The man took a weapon
which is lethal.

The man goes out to hunt
With this weapon
And tracks his prey
Until he hunts him down.
He lifts his rifle,
Alms and fires.

With  one shot the pig is down
But struggles to get up again.
The hunter goes over
With a large sharp hunting knife
And cuts its throat
Without mercy.
A man likes to hunt.
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Mit[hell's   Plan
by  DONNY  PAITENDEN 9C

HE  JOGGED  DOWN  Holway  Road.     It  had  bc`en
awkward at first, running: he had not done it since hc
was a kid and he had a lot of weight to lose.  His pulse
rate had droppc`d, in  the six months in which  he had
been running, from about nil`ety to just below sixty.

It was half a year ago that Cary Mitchell quit his
high paid position at  Apogee Technologies and  had
taken up jogging.

His job there, like most other jobs of the twenty-
first century,  involved  sitting in  front  of a  'high-res.I
computer monitor and  telling it (literally)  to dc) what

you  wanted  it to do.   In Mitchell's case, this was rna-
nipulating three dimensional objects made up of nil-
lions of tiny little dots.

Every person he passed on the road -inevitably
in some sort of mechanical transport -stared at him in
either awe or disrespect,. both because he was running
(very 'unhip' in 2021 ) and because he looked fit.  Why
do  all   that  heavy  exercise  just  to  bum  off  fat  that
medicine could remove in half the time?  If you ruined
your heart it could always be replaced.

Mitchell's  neighbour,  Ms.  Tanberg,  gazc`d  at
him indignantly as he c`ntered his driveway.

''Hi Ms. Tanberg," he called, a broad smile on his

face,  ''1  love  you,  Ms.  Tanberg."    Mitchell  liked  Ms.
Tanberg because she despised smartarscs.

Progress sucks,   he  thought,  watching her re-
treat into her house in her Transmodule.  Yeah, prog-
ress sucks, but it's all my fault.

Cary  Mitchell  designc`d  the  Transmodule.    It
was this design that had landed him his job at AT.  Ah
yes,  the Transmodule;  now a  household  name -  the
floating seat that could be used as a chair, a domestic
transport, a car scat -about anything except a bed.   It
earned  Mitchell  millions,  and  that  was  great  until...
Until  he  realized  just  where  all   this  progress  was
headed-utterdi`cadance.Everythingwasbeingcurcd
instcLid of prevented.

It was about two  weeks after Mitchell had  this
revelation  that  hc  handed  in  his  resignation  docu-
mcmts.  Of course, it was spread all over the papc`rs and
many guesses were made as to why he was leaving,
but Mitchell did not care.

People gossiped and sniggered bchii`d his back
and  progress sucked  and  it  was all  his fault.   But, he
figured, so what?

Mitchell had a plan.

Mitchell had always loved the movies. When he
was fifteen, he had averaged about fifty films a year.
But that was twenty years ago, when the ci]`cma was
oneofthemostpopularformsofpublicontc`rtaimllc`nt.
By the time Mi tchcll was twenty, the movic`s h<id been
all   but   murdcrcd   by   "home   en[ertail`mcnt"   -   big
scrccns,  and  ultra-high  quality  traiismissiol`s  of  thc`

latest attractions at a  fraction of the cost of a  cinema
ticket.   Mitchcll had been instrumental in developing
this systcm too, one that hc` had grown to hate almost
as much as his Transmodule.

That  is  why  he  bought  the  old  cinema  after
resigning from Apogee.  It was something he felt was
owed to him and  the public.  Not that their response
was anything  close  tc)  ovcrwhc`lming.    In  fact,  there
was only one cor\stant viewer of  the films shown at
Mi tche] 1' s cinema.

Sam -Mitchell did not know his second name -
reminded him of the way hc was at eleven.   Mitchcll
taught him how to store the film ("You push that lever
there'')  and  how  to  project it  to  the  screen  ("The  red
button on the left.").

That  day,  as  any  other,  Mitchell  found  him
waiting on the steps of the cinema.

"Wha t's showing today?" Sam asked Mitchell as

he approached.
"Parents fighting again?" he inquired casually.
"No.   Dad isn't around  to argue.   It's Mum and

my sister."
Mi tchell thought sam must have been about the

only kid in the neighbourhood whose Father did not
work at home in front of a computer terminal.  He was
an actor, which caused Sam much embarrassment at
school; nobody acted  anymore!

"What's showing, anyway?" Sam repeated.

Mitchell  drew  his access card  from his  pocket
and slid it into thc` slot.  The door glided open.

"Nothing.     We're  doing  something  different

today."
It  wolTied  him  that  Sam  had  such  a  lack  of

enthusiasm, though he thought he noticed ).ust a fleck
of curiosity in Sam's eyes today.

Once  they  were  inside  and  seated,  Mitchell
gazed intently at Sam, who turned away and stood up."I  know  that look by now, Mitch.   Surely you

don't think I don't know that look."
"Yeah, I know.  Look, I've got an idea.  A really

great idea.  How would you like to stop that colourizcd
rerun of The Honeymooners  tonight?"

Sam looked reluctant.
"Oh, I don't know...   I don't really feel liken."

Mitchell rose, becoming enthusiastic.
"It would get everyone back to the cinema."
"You don't think one night without The Honey-

mooners is going to drive everyone back to the movies
do you?"

Mitchell shook his head.
"No, but what about a week without  T.V.?   A

month?''
Now Sam was taking interest.
"A whole year ?"  Mitch had him.  "Will you help

me.   Please?"
The magic word.
"Sure."

Mitchell  did   not  really  need  Sam's  help:  he
could have done this quite easily by himsilf.  He only
wai`ti`d  to  put  some  enthusiasm back.into  the boy's
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eyes, some happiness on his face.
It was raining quite heavily as he walked up the

steps of Apogee Technologies' central headquarters.
The building certainly stirred  up memories, opened
gateways that had been locked for years.  The execu-
tives knew Mitchell aLs the straight electronics genius
fresh out of university.  They would not be surprised
by the changes, because Mitchell would not let them
see... not at first, anyway.  Trust was an important in-
gredient of the plan.

Mitchell was allowed to see the President right
away.   He and Mr. Kennedy - Willy to his pals - had
become good friends.  Willy had pleaded with him to
stay,  grovelled  like  a  beggar  and  he  was overjoyed
when  Mitchell  walked  through his office door once
again.

"I'm  glad  you   finally  came  to  your  senses,

Mitch," he said, "will it be your old position, then?"
"Sure, Willy," he grirmed.  His smile dissolved

into his "down-to-business" expression.  "1'11 be need-
ing a few extras, though."

Willy  chuckled,  sensing  that  Mitch  might  be
slipping through his fingers again.

"Certainly,  Mitch.     Double  salary,  overtime,

whatever you..."
Mitchell  leaned  forward.    "I  want  the  access

codes for the Central Computer, Willy."
'rwhy  on  earth  would  you  want  those?"  he

questioned, frowning, "I don.t see..."
Mitchell began to rise. Willy gasped. Not again.

"Anything you want Mitch."

Phase two was a phone{all to Sam, telling him
the password for obtaining access codes, and instmc-
tions on how to use them.  Mitchell could sense Sam's
excitement growing.  The kid knew that the plan was
going to work; so did Mitchell.

At six p.in., Ms. Tanberg glided into her lounge-
room  to  discover that her  television set had broken
down.  A black-out perhaps?  But the lights were still
on.   Ms.  Tanberg was  very upset.   She had been  so
looking forward to The Honeymooners, too. (Secretly,
she had a crush on Norten Crumden).  On top of that,
the set was brand new from Apogee Technologres. Oh
well,  their  service  department  was  reputed  to  be  a

good one.   No doubt the T.V. set would be repaired
within a day...

Three days later, Ms. Tanberg's television was
still not fixed and Mitchell had his first customers.  On
the first day there was only a few, but by the weekend
no less than twenty people arrived at the box office.

Ms. Tanberg had a party plai`ned for her close
friends on Friday night.   She  was expecting at least
forty.  She thought the large numbers were because of
herpopularity in the neighbourhood.  Alas, no.  They
were only coming to see her state-of-the-art T.V.  Not
that they tuned up anyway.   The poor woman was
forced to watch the super-flat screen all by herself.

AndMs.Tanbergwasnotatallhappywhenshe
saw her friends -the friends she had invi ted -leave the
cinema of all  things, laughing like children.   And  a
cinema owned by that putrid Cary Mitchell at that!

Mitchell watched the crowd s pour in with satis-
faction. And it had all been so easy. But why stop here?
The next thing to go would be the Transmodules...

Of course,  the fault  was  located  quickly,  and
everyone's  television  sets  were  "up  and  running"
within a few days.  But it did not matter; multitudes of
free tickets had already been grven away to audiences
and the cinema was experiencing a new rennaissance.

The only thing that bothered Mitchell was that
everybody was still turning up in Transmodules.

"I've  got  a  new  idea,  Sam,"  Mitchell  told  his

friend,  ''wouldn't  you  like  to  see  everyone  walking
again?   Using  their  legs."   Sam  was  one  of  the  few
people Mitchell knew who still walked."The Transmodules?" said Sam disbelievingly.

They had become a way of life.  "Well, I guess I've got
nothing else to do."  They began walking to the com-
puter room.  "Hey, we're not going to get into trouble
for this, are we?"

Sampausedbeforeanswering,makinghisreply
seem slightly unconvincing.

„Na."

Crippling the Transmodules, which were also
linkedtothecentralcomputeratApogee,wouldbeas
easy as the T.V. termination.  Only this time, the fault
would be harder to find.  Much harder.

In university, Mitchell had leaned a little trick
froma class-mate. It was called computer virus. By the
time   the  technicians  had   discovered   the  glitch,  it
would already have doubled in  size.   And  it would
keep growing until the entire Transmodule Opera ting
System had electronically rotted away.

Cinema audience numbers had  fallen rapidly
since  the  transmodules  had  ceased  to  work,  but  it
would only be a short while until the people realized
they would just have to walk to get anywhere.

Apogee  Technologies,  a  once  enticing  name
conjuring up images of the latest advances in electron-
ics,  was succeeding only in getting a bad  reputation.
Well, it served them right.

Mitchell's  biggest   idea   came   to   him   in   the
shower one morning, a5 if it had somehow leaked into
his mind with thedroplets of water.  It was big all right,
and he had mixed  feelings about it: a sickly sensation
slowly decayed any excitement he felt.

Perhaps it was because he would not be able to
tell Sam about it, and maybe any plan Sam could not
know about was not worth executing.

But then again, maybe not.

The AT-designed Defence System was a tough
one, well guarded from any intruders or hackers who
might happen upon it one night.   But Cary Mitchell
was not just ar`y hacker.  He had been in this area for
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a long time, and not just professionally.
Mitchell felt  some  guilt about the excuse he

had   used   to   explain   the   situation   to   Sam:   an
assignment for Apogee.   But the fib was for Sam's
own good; this time there could be serious trouble.
The idea was irresistible, however, and in six weeks,
Mitchell had inserted a virus in the National Defence
System.  Pretty soon, those satellites would be falling
from the sky.

Conditions between  the  world  leaders  were
becoming tense.   So engrossed  was Mitchell in his
latest hacking effort, he had not noticed the gradu-
ally worsening situation.   It was  not long before it
dawned  on  him  that  some  serious  shit  could  be
passing through the bowels of international politics
quite soon.

And so it did, when Mitchell was called into
Willy's  office  one  fine  and  surmy  day.     He  was
accused(politely,of course)ofillegaltamperingwith
the Television Broadcasting System, the Transmod-
ule  Operating  System  and  the  National  Defence
System -all of which was true, and all of which was
flatly denied.

Willy breathed a sigh of relief; he had wanted
tobelieveitwasnotMitchell'sfaultsobadly.Theyall
bel ieved, in fact, and the techs. did their best to locate
the  fault  -  until  Russia  threatened  its  first  nuclear
strike on the country.

Mi tchell woke to the sound of sirens. Drearily,
he rose and peered through the curtains.  His pulse
rate rose to his pre-jogging days.   The police were
outside in several cars.  They were armed, and they
wanted him.  Mitchell wished he did not know why.

"Come out with your hands up, Mr. Mitchell,"

announced a heavily amplified voice, "and you will
not be harmed."

"Not  on  your  life,  blueboy!"  yelled  Mitchell.
"1'11  get through this okay," he assured  himself qui-

etly, "in a few days„."
"...comeoutpeacefullyandthisbc)ywillnotbe

harmed."
Mitchell was jerked quickly back into reality,

likecominghometofindthatyourhousehadburncd
down while you were out.  Those bastards had Sam.
It reminded him fleetingly of a Hagar the Horrible
comic strip he had once read : ''The world is flat," said
Hagar,  "you  wanna know somethin' else?   It's also
crooked."

Sam, who, as usual, had been waiting on the
steps for the cinema to open, was now struggling jn
the hands of a burly police guard.

It was time to hit the road.

And hit the road he did -in a car which was just
one  of many in  the convoy of  police  who  were  to
escort him to  Apogee Technologies.

The tension could be felt like sii`ew in the air;
thick, asphyxiating sinew.  .   But they need not have

worried.   Mitchell uncloaked his meticulously hid-
den glitch (glitches by then) as a surgeon locates a
tumor.   The  Defence  System  was  operating up  to
speed in time for the Russian stnke.

There  was  no  strike,  however,  just  another
close  call  for  the  historians  to  record  in  their  gilt
edged accounts.

Cary Mitchell was sentenced to life imprison-
ment for illegally...  But you have heard it all before.
He  was  convicted  of  intentionally  attempting  to
endanger the lives of innocent citizens.

Willy was not overlooked completely either: a
little fine and quite a lengthy imprisonment.  Need-
less to say, they were not put in the same cell block.

Sam was fed a long and tedious lecture by the
judge which was taken like castor oil followed by a
large meal -it stayed down, but not for long.

The  cinema  was  left  to  Sam's  family,  who
moved  into  Mitchell's  apartment  right  away.    In-
structions were given to  the effect that  the movie-
house should legally be Sam's when he turned eight-
een.

Well,   people  still   sniggered  and   gossiped
behind his back and his name was once again splat-
tered  all  over  the  gossip  columns  like  a  rash  and
progress still sucked...   But, Mitchell figured, what
the heck, for just a little while he had seen the sun rise
in a little boy's eyes -only for a moment, like the brief
dance of a peacock; and besides -

Mitchellhadaplan... Adp88
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THE  DRAGON'S   DEN .......

The dragon's den is dark and gloomy,
And people seem to think that it is quite roomy.
The slimy, scary dragon lives alone,
All by himself in his lonely home.
The inside of the den is dark and full of smoke,
Since the dragon sleeps open mouthed so he won't choke.
Village people do not enter the dragon's den,
For they wonder how they'll get home and when,
I believe the dragon.s den is comfortable,
And made it his own while he was willing and able.

By   Maria   Thomopoulos     98

The dragon lives in a big, gloomy cavern.
Deep, deep underground.
Its one and only entrance is a long, windy slim
The cavern is cold and dark.

DF&A©®N    P®EM.o..

Dragons are
fire breathing when  angry,
huge,  mean and bad.
They fly across the sky
with  large triangular wings.
They make their nests  inside
dark gloomy caves.
If people come  near

are often  ripped  apart.
s and eaten.

most  of their lives.

Its walls are charred and black.
And in the middle of its cavern is a huge mound of treas
Gold,gems,swords and shields all stolen from the Kings
The owner of this mound of treasure ,
Lies sprawled out on the mound.
It is a fierce, cruel and alert dragon
With scales as strong as steel.
Fiery breath and razor sharp claws.
Its teeth can easily go through anything.
No one dares to enter the cavern.

By  Dara   Brown

DRAGGY   THE   DRAcON.

Draggy   was   a   dragon.
The   kingdom  lc>ved  and  cherished  him.

He   fought   against  the  enemies,

He  greeted  others   when  they  came  to  visit.
Gosh!      He   was   a   wonderful   dragon.

One  day  after  resting  under  his  favourite  tree,
He   woke   up  and  stomped  heavily  to   them  and  gave

a  great  puff .

They  flew  like   leaves  blown   in  the  breeze,
And  they  never   returned  again.

By      My      Dieu      Do         98
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"lt Was Just Lying in the Gutter..."

by  HEIDI  NIKLAS  loo

AS THE LIGHT of early dawn slowly
began to filter through the windows of the subur-
ban houses, its presence brought with it an uncom-
fortable heat ty|)ical of mid-summer. This warmth
slowly covered and penetrated the panes of glass
andonceitenteredthehousesitmovedlaboriously
through the mazes of corridors and rooms, leaving
nothing untouched  in  its  path.    Finally,  like  an
unwelcome  warm  woollen  blanket,  it  would  sur-
round  and  envelop  the  unaware  and  defenceless
inhabitants,  stirring them  out  of deep  slumber.
Gradually,  this  woollen  blanket  would  become
thicker and thicker, until it finally made further
sleep unbearable.  Soon the stillness of dawn would
be broken as the neighbourhood began to hum with
the slow and weary movements of its inhabitants
beginning the rituals  involved in  the  commence-
ment of each day.

However,    on    this   particular   day   Jade
Marshall had been the sole inh abitant of the neigh-
bourhood to escape this  unpleasant beginning to
the day.   Instead of lying in her own bed awaiting
the onslaught of the heat, she had decided to rise
well before the break of day and walk down to the
nearby beach.   The  cool  air and the  smell  of salt
spray blew in the slight breeze as Jade carelessly
scuttled in and out of the shallow rock pools which
had been  strewn along the foreshore.   She threw
herself down  on  the  cool  white  sand  and  sat for
some time mesmerized by the changing colour of
her surroundings brought on by the approaching
dawn.     Magical  patterns  of  light  were  thrown
across the sand as the sun finally rose.  After some
time, the stinging of sun bum on Jade's face fmally
jerked her back to reality.   Looking at her watch,
she was surprised to find that it was already 7. 30
am.  As she walked along the sand away from the
foreshore,  she glanced back  at the tranquility  of
the rolling waves which were now beginning to be
inhabited by some eager surf]es.

'I'he   roaring  engines   of  occasional   traffic

greeted Jade's ears as she hurried along the path
leading to the highway parallel  to  the beach.   As
she moved forward, directly ahead ofh er a strange
commotion  soon  attracted her attention.   Several
well-built young men  dressed  in  black  tuxedoes
were impatiently running back and forth in relays
along the footpath between  the row of shops  and
the highway.  They appeared to be carrying large
sacks, which they were unsuccessfully attempting
to conceal under theirjackets, to a waiting van.  As
Jade stood, gazing, the sinister nature of the exer-
cise  did  not  occur  to  her  until  she  noticed  with
astonishment that firstly, several of the men were

carrying large revolvers  which  they hastily con-
cealed  as  the  occasional  car  passed  by,  and  sec-
ondly,  the  shop from which they were  obtaining
these large bags was a bank.   A cold  chill raced
through Jade's body as she nervously realized that
she  was  witnessing a  large  scale bank  robbery!
However, she was given no time to think of the im-
plications of this situation because within seconds
the entire entourage had silently clambered into
the  van,  obviously  satisfied  that their task  was
completed.   Instinctively, as the van noisily skid-
ded away from the scene of the crime, Jadejumped
behind  a  nearby  tree.    As  she  pushed  back  the
interfering branches obscuring her view,  a large
thump was heard when one of the sacks flew out of
the  partially  open  door  of the  van.    Jerkily,  it
skidded across the highway and then stopped.

It wasjust lying in the gutter -a large white
sack innocent in appearance to the now frequent
passing traffic.   It showed no  signs of its involve-
ment in the robbery which had now come to the
attention of the crowd surrounding the bank.   Si-
rens of varying pitches seemed to fill the air.  More
and  more  people  came  to  congregate  around  the
bank, like pieces of metal beingdrawn to a magnet.
Astonished   and  frightened   voices   were  barely
heard asking such questions as "Did anyone see it
happen?"  or,  "How  much  money  do  you  reckon
they've  stolen?"   If these people had bothered  to
glance  across  the  road  they  would  have  noticed
Jade, standing like a pale and fragile statue with
a large white sack at her feet.  However, amidst all
the commotion she remained unnoticed.

Suddenly,  the  noise became quite unbear-
able   for   many   minutes   as   several   police-cars
roared  down  the  highway,  coming from  various
directions,  to form  a  semi-circle  surrounding the
bank.  Purposefully, the men in uniform efficiently
scattered to perform different roles - some entered
the bank, others cordoned off the area while a few
were  able  to  inform  the  crowd  of onlookers  that
they had managed to locate the entourage of infa-
mous robbers known as the "Tuxedo Troup" when
they had fled not far away from the scene of the
crime  as  they  believed,  but  into  the  laps  of the
approaching police cars!  Followingthis announce-
ment, some of the policemen who had entered and
inspected the bank were able to claim   that from
their investigations they had learned that a large
sack of gold medallions was still missing.   It could
be located neither in th e "Tuxedo Troup's" van, nor
the bank's safe.

Looking down at the large white sack which
was being described to the crowd, Jade hesitated to
I)resent it to the police for a second, marvelling at
the fact that it had remained unnoticed for so long,
only a few metres away from the crime.  However,
she  soon  came  to  her  senses  and  picked  up  the
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heavy object.  Placingit in the small of her stomach,
she quietly approached the group of despairing po-
licemen and patiently described to them how she
had quite innocently come in possession of the gold.
Reliefwasintheirvoicesastheythankedherforher
assistance  and  the  information  she  could  offer
them.   Humorously, one of the policemen sighed."So," he stated, "it wasjust lying in the gutter

over there!"

THE    OWL
By  Kalina  Brown ......

Sarah stretched as she sat up  ln becl   The bright moming sunl 1ght shone into her beclrcicjm.   She
got up and lociked out of the wlndow and saw it was a beautiful  day   She thought the weather woulcl be
perfect fc)r the picnic she ancl her younger sister,  Kathleen, hac] plannec! together.

Just then their maid, El izabeth, walkecl in   "Sarah!  Out of bed without your sl lppers or dressing
gown on!  You shall  for certam catch a spring coldl" she scolcled when she saw Sarah stancHng there in
just her nightshirt.

Sarah sat down ancl began dressing herself whi le Elizabeth woke Kathleen.
The two girls almost ran clown the stairs for breakfast.   When they had finished,  they grabbec]

the plcnic basket,  that they hacl prepared  the  nlght before,  ancl merrlly sklpped out of  the  door.
Finally they reached the edge of the forest,  after walklngd civer many fields ancl pastures   They

were exhausted ancl glad to be able to slt down to a hearty f`east   When they hacl f`inishecl Sarah sat clciwn
to make  daisy chains.   She  placed  them  in her long blonc]e hair as Kathleen decidec]  to explore  a  I ittle
of the forest.   She was about to plck a small  npe berry when she was clistracted by an owl  which hac]
flown  onto a tree  limb above her.

"Hel 1o,..  sai cl Kathleen who lovecl al 11 Mng creatures.  She turnec] away and pickec! the berry reacly

to eat   She was Just abciut to place it in her mouth when the owl swoopecl clown, grabbecl the f`ruit 1 n hi s
claw,  then droppecl  i't on the ground."Why dicl you do that f`or7" askecl Kathleen   That fruit was ready to be eaten "   But the owl  Just

shook  his  heacl  ancl  lookecl at her as  though  to say  "You  shoulcln't  eat  it"
\^/hen Kathleen nciticed that night was comlng on, she clecidecl to f`lncl her way back to Sarah   \^/hen

she foijnc] her, she was lying under a tree and  lookecl asleep.   When Kathleen tried to roijse her sister,
she  lookecl  up  wearily  and said .'1  feel  Ill"     It was only  then  that  her slster noticecl  the berries  lying
beside her hand.   They were the same kind she had been temptecl to eat herself.   Now she was glao. she
had taken the owl.s acivice  Just then the owl flew clown holding a few green leaves in Its beak  He startec
gri ndi ng then agai nst a thi ck I 1 mb of a tree.  When they were j ust a pulp he f I ew down to sarah, mcti on 1 ng
to Kathleen f`or help.   So Kathleen opened Sarah`s mciuth as the owl  gently placed the green mush  Into
Sarah.s mouth    She soon recoverec! and they slowly set off home wlth the owl.s guidance.

When they arnved home they were warmly greeted because the whole householcl was wornec
about them   After they had had dinner and told everyone their stc)ry, they went to bed for a goocl night.s
sleep.
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THE   ROOM ......
by Justine Law  98

It seemed to take forever until I reached the door.  This was the doortriat could lead to my dreams, fantasies
and hopes.   I just stood awkwardly outside the door tor a minute,  as if expecting someone to open tlie door for
me.   I  summoned up my courage and turned the knob.   Locked.   There was a keyhole which  I peered through,
but all  I  saw was darkness.  There  HAD to be a way in somehow.   A piece of paper suddenly came fluttering to
the ground from above-out of no where.  It said  "Look between the stones, third row, third fromthe left.  I followed
trie  instructions,  and  lo  and  behold, there was a key-a huge old  rusty key.

I was stunned.  Wrio had sent this note, and where had it come from?   I looked up at the castle, but there
was no window above  me.   I walked  right around the building,  only to find one window on the opposite side of
the building, which was so high up, I could onlyjust see it.  It looked odd, one window amongst triousands of bricks,

j.ust  sitting there  by  itself .

I  hurried back to the door, hoping that the key would let me inside, it was getting cold and windy.  Taking
the key from my pocket,I noticed it had an unusual design, like nothing  I had ever seen before.  I slowly inserted
the key into the keyhole and turned it.   I  heard a click,  and took the key out of the  hole, slowly,  ever so slowly,
turning the handle.   I was greeted by darkness and an old musty smell which was vaguely familiar.   It reminded
me of our attic at home, where  loads of old furniture, clothes and bits and  pieces  lay and gathered dust.

There was no big dining  room to greet me, just a staircase that went one way-up.   It coiled for ages and
ages,  and  I was undecided whether I  should go up or go home.   Since  I  had come all this way,  I  decided to go
up.  What did I have to lose?  The stairway seemed to go on torever, but at last I reached the top, truly exhausted
from the  long  flight of stairs.

Before me was darkness, but to my right was a thin beam of light coming out from under a door.There was
someone  here?   I was  relieved,  because the  idea of exploring this dark castle by  myself did  not excite me.

I  approached the door,  not sure what or who to expect.   Knocking on the door,I wondered if I was doing
the right thing.  An old voice said"Come in."  The door creaked as I opened it.   I was in a dark room, the only light
given was by a lamp, held by a girl of maybe eleven or twelve.  With her was a boy of roughly the same age.  The
other person  in this dark dusty room was a very old man, who  looked about a hundred and one years old.   He
seemed to be holding up a sheet, while the three of them were peering into a thing that looked like a crystal ball.
In the ball I could see something that looked like mountains.   The room was cluttered with all sorts of junk-well,
to  me  it was junk,  but to  someone  else it was  probably treasure.

"What do you want?" asked the old  man.
"Well," I began, "I was out the front of the castle, and somehow mysteriously I was able to get in, and  l've

ended  up  here."
"I  sent the  note to you, that told you  how to get in,  because  l've been waiting for you Jamie."

This comment scared me.  Especially the I.l've been waiting for you Jamie" bit.  How did he know my name?
The idea ot exploring here did not enchant me anymore.  All I wanted wasto get out, and fast!  I bolted down every
single step as fast as my legs could carry me,  pulled the door open and halted.   I was in my back yard.   I turned
around, but the castle was gone.

"Jamie,  is that you  out there?"   lt was  my  mother calling  me.
''Where  have you  been?   I  was starting to get worried about you."
"Sorry  mum.    I  was  oiit."
"Well can you  come in  now?   Dinner's on the table."
•'Great,  I'm starving,."
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MY OLD MUM'S A GARBO

Adam Woods

Yep, that's right my mum is a garbo,
I'm not so proud to say.
You don't read of many female garbos,
Not even in Woman's Day.
Yes, she is the one who bangs the garbage can
Lid, and drives you insane;
She's also the one who wakes you up,
And urges you to complain.
She drives the truck around the block
And screeches on the brake,
With all the men hanging off the edge,
With all their lives at stake.
She'll inn over cats, knock over dogs,
Even swear at the traffic;
But she won't raise as much madness
As my Grannie's Garbo havoc.

LOVE

Love  is cruel feeling,
Or is it just
A state of mind?
The pain feels  real
And the  hurt inside
Grows
Until one day
lt explodes
ln an array of tears
Guilt,  shame
And then
After all the paln
And liurt
We love again,
ln the short expanse of time
That love hurts.

Susan Cann

THE   MIST .....

As the mist slowly set across the peaceful trees,
The birds fly safely back to their nests,
The owls open their hungry eyes looking for food.
Mice scatter,  moths  hide,
They know the night is coming.

The trees hear the  rush of the cars  hurrying  home,
The mist is settling down as birds fold trieir wings.
When the light fades the animals sleep,
Hurry the moon has risen.

By  Joanne Selwood   98
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Celebrating Botswana's Twentieth Birthday at
Setlalekgosi Secondary School

by JULE MOFFAT

Tuesday. 30th September 1986 -Botswana Day -and the country was celebrating twenty years
of independence.  Thursday, 2nd of October, and we were bac`k at school after two days of holiday (
the second was an omcially gazetted put)lic holiday to allow the public to recover from the excesses
of  the  independence  celebrations).    The  staff  of  Setlalekogosi  Secondary  School  were  standing
shivering at assembly when the headmaster, by putting his arms around us, drew iis together into
a small, solemn group.  Someone's dead, I thought, so grave was his demeanour.  But no -it was good
news: the school had been given money to celebrate toelatedly) the country's twentieth anniversary.
An ox had been purchased and would be cooked on t_he morrow.   It wasn't just cold that had  the
studentsjumping when the headmaster addressed them -lt was the thrnl and the anticipation of. all
the free food his announcement conjured up.

I'd only been at Setlalekogosi forjust over a term,  and I hadn't yet reached the stage of not
volunteering for tasks because I had too much to do, so I became part of the committee to organize
the rest of the food.   At recess meeting. we decided to purchase the vegetables,  cordials and scones
during artemoon study.

Three o'clock came and four of us piled into the deputy headmaster's tiny car to drive to the local
wholesale warehouse to 'buy' the goods: The Twentieth Anniversary of Independence Committee had
provided Mr.  Nyamangara (the DP) with a ronn that meant we dldn.t have to pay at Metro.  Actually
locating and carrying to the checkouts the quantities of rice. mayormaise. gravy base,  onions and
cordial for 445 didn't take much time at all.  Waiting in the queue, though, occupied half an hour.  But
that wasn't the end of our wait - Nyams (as he was affectionately known to the stall) had to do some
inevitable paperwork in the manager's once -proof that getting something for nothing ls not easy.  A
lri|) to the co-op market to buy the rest of the vegetables. followed by a visit to the bakery to order dozens
upon dozens of scones, and the pre|)arations were finished.

F`riday. 3rd October
dawned,  cold  and windy.
F`rom  form  assembly  on-
wards,  the students were
buzzing with  anticipation
-the schools lunches pro-
vided by the  fees  at  Set-   g_a__
1alekogosi rarely included
meat.    so    today's    meal
would  be  a  real  treat_.   At
recess.   the   scones  were
distributed,  two  per  stu-
dent,    and    quickly    de-
voured.

Period  7  was  about
half-way through,  and I'd
just   about   fiulshed   ex-
plaining some work to 28
-    forty-three    children
crowded into the school's

- =fi I

most depressing classroom (only a single row of windows under the eaves. broken desks, an almost
uriserviceable blackboard, not enough room to move) , and the toughest. most daunting group to teac`h
-when suddenly the headmaster came in.

"Mma  Moffat!   Come!   The beast has arTived!"

lvhat on earth did he mean?
"Mma Moffat.  Come. come. You must come now. The beast has arrived and you have to cut

it up."
So? I \vas teaching. I couldn't leave the class. But the headmaster was most insistent so. with

dire warnings about what I'd do ir they didn't work (pure bluff -no one, least of all me, could make
28 work if they had made up their minds nool to work), I left the classroom.

Leaving my books in the stalrroom ,I followed the headmaster to the kitchen store. The door was
the entire floor space ,was a massive. partly disembered carcass..ajar and inside, occupying almost
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the lower legs were on top, still with the hooves and some skin attached.   Outside. a bloody.  black
hide lay crumpled on the ground. The beast had, indeed, arrived.

Telling me that the other members of the food committee would come to help, the headmaster
handed me his pocket knife- a somewhat msty. not terrible sharp - looking instrument-and told me
to start cutting the meat!

F`or  a  while. Ijust stood looking at the task confronting me -stunned!  Neither teacher training
nor the O.S.B.  briefings had prepared me for this!   I couldn't see myself playing 'butcher'  -  I'd get
covered in blood! Anyway, how does one go about cutting up ajust-killed cow?  I'm from the city -what
do I know of such matters?

Eventually, I marshalled my thoughts and started work.  F`irst, I found myself a comparatively
free place on the floor.  Next. I spread several sheets of the government paperThe Daily News  on the
ground and over my clothes.  That was the easy part done.  Taking a deep breath. I gingerly picked
up a hunk of meat and began hacldng away.  It was not easy.  The knife was hardly the best tool for
the job. and I discovered that freshly killed meat is very pliant and dimcult to cut - especially when
the 'butcher' is kneeling on the ground, holding the meal in one hand and a short-bladed knife in the
other!

I don't know how long it was before I decided that I was not meant to be a butcher, but when
the head-master returned to see how the job was progressing. I told him that it would be better and
quicker if the boys were outside. wagging class. did the work.  The headmaster agreed, the boys began
their task with alacrity, and I left.

Lunchtime    arrived.    and    confusion
reigned supreme.  Some of the meat had only
just been put in the enormous pots on the
fire, and the boys were still trying to cut up
the rest,  aided by the school cook, who was
attacking the beast with an axe.  No start had
been made on preparing the coleslaw. either.
It took a while to get organized - a number of
basins were found. a few not very good knives
materialized. and agroup of girls began pre-
paring the coleslaw on the table in the lab.  It
was slow work.  The daughters of one of the
staff helped by making up  the cordial in a
large u-.

By about 1 -45pm many of the students
had grown tired orwaiting for lunch and had
gone home.  Suddenly. a Peace Corps teacher
and I were called outside to eat  - we hadn't
realized  that  there  was  some  meat  already
cooked. All of the Botswana staff were seated
in front of the  office  eating,  so we  took the
plates that we were  offered.   Then we were
told that it was liver: and both of us declined!

Finally. just after four o' clock,  everything was ready.   The students lined up, more or less in
forms. and had to walk past the kitchen area where they were given coleslaw.  Staff stood by, super-
vising.  making sure  each  student  only  received  a single  serving  -  even  those who  asked for two
helpings, claiming they were sharing their plates with a friend.  The queue seemed to go on forever!
But it did come to an end, and the staff were able to have a share.   Gourmet cooking it was not, but
it was a very filling meal. though I did find the meat tasted very strong.

There was plenty of everything, so the students were able to return for seconds.  Several groups
tried to come back for third helpings before everyone had had seconds, but the headmaster chased
them away with a long stick.

When all the food had disappeared, it was time to clean the classrooms and the kitchen area -
and of course, most of the students had vanished.   Those few who did stay to help clear up were

rewarded with the last scones, left over from recess. and they were satisfied.
Setlalekgosi's twentieth anniversary or independence celebration had been a success.
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TIGEF]S

Tigers  are black and yellow,
a type  of cat with  sharp,  long teeth,
They are large and dangerous
when they are fully grown wandering in the jungle.
Men  should be on the  lookout incase  of attack,
from a hungry tiger who  sees them as prey.
But tiger beware of the  hunter,
who comes to  kill you,
to take your skin as a  rug for his feet,
or even  put you  into a dusty museum.
He may even  sell the  skin for money,
to  make a coat for a fashionable  lady.
So tiger you  should  be on the  lookout.

CF}AIG  GEF`COVICH  78

MORNING......

PIcqltRJq=Poq=M

qheTe they the,

the sovry gTave5,

corpses rotting away.
Peapfe 6rLng ftweT5
in tneTnory Of them,

wishing they were stitt alive.

Af teT the fr;neTa{ tfue people cry,
alf Of them saying goot[6ye.
rife peaple leave in their cars

hoping that they'Te ttot nexpt.
qhey leave the graveyard,
and heed: 6acLhorne
to [ive their [ins.

By  Guy Hancock  98

Mornino.
No-one is up.
Silence.
Beautiful colours,
Brightly fill the  sky.

Aryf5N dory ,
ls just the beginning.
The world is waking up.
Except for one, one runner.

There in the distance,
The lone runner
Up.
SO early,
Joggir,g  up a  hill,
Using  all  his strength.

His  muscles strain.
His  breath,
Misty on the cold morning air.

By  Justine   Law 9B
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THE SNOWY  FOF]EST

A place for thinking
Beautiful  and white,
\Mth  a little  river running through,
And the sun shining bn.ght.
Not many people
Are  lucky enough to see
This  beautiful  country.
Peaceful and quiet  all the time.
Not wanting to be with anybody
Who  bothers you.
Although you  know you  have to go home,
You'll  never forget the  beautiful time,
You  had there.

TFilcIA HAF}VEY 78

LONELY.........

There was a dragon,
Not a scary dragon,
Not a big dragon,
But a friendly dragon.

No-one visited  him,
No-one  loved  him.
The baby dragon.
So  alone.

He  filled  his cave,
with  cheerful things,
He collected flowers,
and coloured  rocks.
He  even tried to catch
a golden sunset,
That slipped between
His  baby claws.

He always  returned,
to  his cave  in a cavern,
in the deserted mountain  side.

By  Justine   Law    98
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It  Rains-
by  DONNY  PATTENDEN

PAIN PLEASED MAX; it had since he was a little boy

(as   riis   Mother  delighted   in  telling  to   her  giggling
friends when they sat around drinking tea with their

pinkies  sticking  out).

But  Max  would  not  have  to  concern  himself
with Mothers today, nor any of the other inherent dit-
ticulties  that  went  hand-in-hand  with  being  eleven.
Sometimes  Mothers,  in  Max's  view  anyway,  were
simply  occupational   hazards  to  be  avoided  at  all
costs, if you wanted to have any fun.  (Though, come
Christmastime, they could be pretty cool).

Pain was particularly gratifying on Saturdays,
when  you would  not  have to  sit  drying for hours on
end  in  a  classroom.    On  Saturday,  soggy  clothes
could  be  made dry in time for another day.

Max   pulled   on   his  jumper  and  went  to   his
underwear  drawer.     Bypassing  the  handkerchiefs
that he was continuously urged to have with him"at all
times,  Max!"  he withdrew a small plastic water pistol
coloured in the bright red that had somewhere along
the  line become standard.

Also in the drawer lay other vital equipment: a
surplus   supply  of  water,   two   bags  of   extra-large
rubberwater-bombs and. . .  ah , yes -his pride and joy.
Max had saved up forthe high-powered water rifle for
five weeks, going without chocolate and Coke and all
that other stutf etched into his lifestyle after years of

practice.

Alter placing  the  red  pistol  in  his  sock,  com-
mando style, and stuffing several water-bombs in his
back  pockets,  he  took  up the  rifle  and  crept to  the
bathroom to fill  up.

That    accomplished,    Max    passed    by    his
Mother's  room,  near floated  through  the  kitchen  (a
feat for which  he  allowed  himself  a  pat  on the  back
lateron;thecockatookeptonthetopofthefridgewas

perhaps the world's  most alert sentry),  and finally to
the front door via the  loungeroom.

No Saturday morning cartoons today.  uh-uh -
today had been declared  a day of Water War.

Sometimes it rains in more than one place; maybe a
lot  of times.

It  rained in the Other World too; on Saturday,
or whatever the  equivalent was for that  day in  their
tongue.

Duncan  rose  at  oh-five-hundred  hours.     He

gazed out of the window at the sky, nodding grimly to
himself.  The heavens were the same dull colour that
they had been yesterday, and the clouds shed similar
rain.  They grinned, maliciously it seemed to Duncan,
booming  in their thunder,  "Here's our offspring,  sol-
dier-boy, come to rain on your battleground, come to
wet  your nice  neat uniforms, come to  help you  lose

yourwar.  Not that you need any help.  Ah, ha HA HA
HA..."

Lightning tore the skies now, mocking Duncan,
he thought; intensifying the already deep-set fears i n
his bones.

He pulled on combat-boots and riis gun-metal

green helmet.  The rifle was green, too, though it was
now  almost  entirely covered with  black grease  and
scorched in places from too many battles, as Duncan
was scorched.  Scorched like a peanut and coated in
sugar that consisted only of painful  memories.

Duncan  took  up  his  bandolier,  loaded  it with
what  ammunition  remained  in the  storage  cell  and,
after checking that  the  charge  on  his  rifle  was full  in
the  red end,  marched out of the door to prepare  his
men.

Jerry  was  Max's  best  friend;  had  been  since  prep,
since  they  had  made  little  men  and  animals  from
Playdo,  their  shapes  distorted  by  the  yawning  gap
between a child's perception of the world and reality

Max and Jerry were fully in touch with the real
world now, however, holding their rifles vertically (the

proper way according to the cop shows), they crept
stealthily closer to the  enemies' territory.

The "enemies" were some more fifth-graders,
Coby and Terrence, wrio had joined Max's school in

grade three.

Max  stopped  suddenly,   motioning  to  Jerry,
who was  right behind  him,  to do the  same.   He was
sure he had heard a suspicious sounding  rustle that
seemed to emanate from a hedge just a few metres
away.    Yes!    There  it  was;  the  tell-tale  glint  of  red

plastic.   Jerry  saw it  too.

"Come  on!"  he yelled to  Max.

Jerry recklessly charged the hedge, rifle spurt-
ing powerful, cold bursts of water at the would-be as-
sailant  hiding there.

But Max stayed behind; he had sensed some-
one at his rear, penetrating the small of his back with
cool  eyes.     He  began  to  turn  around,  yelled  and
clucked.  Alas., Max was too slow to dodge the green
rubber balloon. bloated with harsh water which soon
covered  his head and  shoulders.
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The  sound  of  the  impact  was  followed  by
shrieks of hysterical laughter.   Max's attacker, Ter-
rence,    had    obviously   derived    much    pleasure
through  seeing  him  dripping  with  water  from  the
bomb that  he  had thrown.

Max turned around  long enough to see that
his friend Jerry had been captured by Coby.   Max
decided that this would be a real good time to leave.

Bringing  his  prised  water  rifle  down  to  hori-
zontal  level, the business end  pointed  squarely at
Terrence,  Max began to  run.

'.Halt!"   commanded    Duncan   through    clenched

teeth.   He  and the {ifteen  or so  other soldiers  had
been trekking across the  rocky terrain for only five
minutes,  making their way to the front trench,  and
already Duncan had heard the disti nctive rasp of an
enemy.

The soldiers behind him, who did not hear his
order, continued to walk.

"Halt!"  he  repeated.

Again  the  rasp.    Duncan  had  located  i`,  or
thought he  had: a large boulder not so far ahead.

"That rock could be blocking the entrance to

a cave,"   he thought.

The faceless,darkenemythattheyhadbeen
fightingforthreeyearsnowseemedtofavourcaves
as  hiding places.

The  man behind  Duncan,  Mick, was switch-
ing  his  rifle  nervously from one  hand to  the  other.

"Sir,"  he  whispered,   steam  forming  as  he

spoke the words, "we can't j.ust stand here like this.
We're  sitting ducks!   Why can't we...?"

''Shut  up!"  Duncan  ordered,  almost  raising

his voice beyond the safe  level.   "And stop tossing
that  thing  around!"

Duncan  turned   back  to  face  the   boulder,
rubbing  his chin  in thought.   "Now,  if we  could just

pass it without a conflict, reach the trenches and let
them  come  to  us  instead  of  picking  a  fight,  we'd
be..''.

'rThere  sir!"  Mick  exclaimed.
"What?!''
"I saw it, I saw a light by that boulder.  A green

light like the ones the enemies use on their guns."

Duncan's ears grew crimson and hot as they
always  did when  he  was  angry.   "Look,  1'11  call the
shots,  Mick!   Yourtime.ll  come  soon  enough."

"God knows it had better not be too soon,"  he

added in  his  mind.

ln  deep  concentration  and  thinking  quickly,
Duncan was vaguely aware that the men were whis-
pering behind his back.  Probablyjust making childish
signs, but he knew he must keep order at all costs...

"NOW!"  Mick  yelled,  overtaking  Dijncan  and

followed  by fourteen other men,  their guns  blazing.
The  red beam that was  emitted chipped  large  sec-
tions from the boulder.   Soon came the sound of the
enemies' inhuman  screaming

Duncan looked long enough to see maybe fifty
black-clad  bipeds,  swarming  over  his  men  like  so
many  bull-ants.

But he did not see them die screaming,  some
taken as prisoners, because he was facing the other
way by then, beckoned by the sensation of someone
staring at  him from behind.

Soon  Duncan was charging at the  enemy he
knew  to   be  of   high   rank  by  the   large  quantity  o(
badges  attached to  his matt black armoiir.

Soon   he  was   lying   motionless   in   the   dust,
blood  pouring  from  the  wound  in  his  chest,  like  the
n.vers that used to flow around  here when  he was a
kid.

It   was  too   late   to   rescue   his  trigger-happy
troops,  let  alone  himself .    Too  late  to  see  that  the
standard-issue  rifle  now  lying  forgotten  by  his  side
was  no  match for the other's superior weapon.

Too late to  recognize a no-win situation.

Men  ran, yelling as Han Solo  had yelled when faced
with a similar situation, at Terrence, the enemy.  Ter-
rence chuckled, eagerly firing vollies of chilling water
at Max's chest.

Then his giggles melted to silence.  Shock and
nausea  and  just  plain  horror  stole  away  his  happi-
ness.

Nobody knew why little  Max bled to death that
Saturday  morning,  his chest  ruptured  in  a way that
the doctors did not understand,  playing an  innocent
game of Water Wars.   Nobody.

Nobody knows that  sometimes it rains.

Sometimes it rains in  more than one  place.

Adp88
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DOING `WELL IN THE SWIM

Burwood Group Swimminef

Held at Nunawading Pool on Wednesday 9th
March  1988

BEST PERFORMANCES

Deanne Davis
Megan Davis
Ifathy Peck
Simon Kelly
Anthony Davis
Jason Anderson
Paul Jenkins
Ben Pedersen
Jenny Cas

GIRLS OPENMEDLEYRELAY      -
1st     (S. Mulholland,   D.  Davis,   M.Davis,   K.Peck)

GIRLS UNDER 17 REIAY            -
2nd (S. Mulholland,   K. Jackson,   H.  Siver,

M.  Edwards)

GIRLS OPEN REI.AY
2nd  (M. Davis,   K. Peck,   L. Reitbauer,  M. Lloyd)

BOYS OPEN RELAY
2nd      (S.  Kelly,  N.  Kandyliotis,  J. Anderson,
C. Jackson)

AGGREGATE

1.       Highvale
2.      Mt.Waverley
3.       SyndalTech.
4      ASIIVOOD
5      Glenwaverley
6.     Syndal
7.     Blackburn south
8.      BurwoodTech.

HIGELIGHTS
-Ashwood won the Senior Sheild for the third

year in a row.
•Ashwood Seniors gained a place in  21 of the 23

events.
-Ashwood Senior Girls came First or Second in

all  12 events.

NEW RECORDS:
Megan Davis - Girls Open  Butterfly
Girls Open Medley Relay..

EASTEPN ZONE SWIMMING

Held at State Swimming Centre on Friday,15th April.

DEANNE DAVIS      lst        U.17
1st          U.17

ls[         U.21
1sL           U.21

2nd       U.17

NIGAN  DAVIS       lst       U.2l
lst         U.21
2nd       U.21
2nd       U.21

Breaststroke
Back stroke
Medley Relay
Individual Medley
Freestyle

Butterfly
Medley Relay
Freestyle 200m.
backstroke

JASON ANDERSON        3rd           U.21  Freestyle400m.

GIRLS UNDER 21 MEDLEY RELAY
(Megan Davis, Deanne Davis, Kathy Peck, Sheridan
Mulholland)

NEW EASTERN ZONE RECORDS .
Megan Davis                U.21   Butterfly

Deanne Davis               U.17   Backstroke.

"AI - SECONDARY "  Swimndng

Held at state swimming centre on Tuesday , 26th April.

DEANNE DAVIS          lst    U.17 Breaststroke
lst   U.17 Backstroke
3rd  U21  Individual Medley

MEGAN DAVIS            2nd  u.21  Butterfly

GIRLS UNDER 21  MEDLY RELAY
(Megan Davis, Dcanne Davis, Kathy Peck, Sheridan

Mulholland)

1st in a New Record Time of  2:18.67

Other  highlights  of the  year  included  strong
performances by Megan Davis at the Austra-
lian  age championships,  leading to her nomi-
nation for the Waverley Junior Sports Star of
the  Year  award,  and  the  naming  of Deanne
Davis  in  the  Victorian  S.S.S.A.  team  for  the
Pacific school games in December.
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JUNIOR SOFTBALL

Ashwood began the softball season with a overwhelm-
ing  victory  over  Blackburn  South.
Blackburn   South   batters  were   mesmen.sed   by  the

pitching of Tamara Mulholland, who struck out seven
batters  in  three  innings.  and  the  catching  of  Giman
Pitman,  Fiona Sale and Narelle Pitman provided good
suport  in the feild.
Ashwood was superb in the batting box, showing good
discipline, plenty of power and aggression on the base
paths. All ot the girls i n the team contributed to the total
of  19  safe  hits  and  10  bases  on  balls,  which  was  an
excellent performance.

Game 2 vs Highvale

The game was just what we expected it to be -
very close,  exciting,  and of  a   high  standard.

Ashwoodscoredtheall-importantfirstrun,inthe
second innings, with Tamara Mullholland hitting a long
ball to  left tield  and Sally  Dunlop  batting  her in.   In the
field,  Marion Jenkins  made  a superb throw from  right
field  to  throw  out  the  batter  at  first  base,  whHe  the
Tamara  Mullholland-Gillian  Pitman  combination  held
the  Highvale  hitters  in  check,  striking out  six  batters.

Ashwoodwentfurtheraheadinthethirdinnings,
scoring  three  runs  from  good  hitting  by  Fiona  Sale,
Narelle Pitman, and  Emily Pederson.  Highvale put the

pressure  on  in  the  fourth  innings,  causing  Ashwood
fielders to throw wildly, resulting in three runs to score,
to  make the  score 4-3.

Ashwood  steadied  and  scored  two  more  runs,
due to good hitting by Michelle Ord and a tremendous
three-base  hit by Gillian  Pitman.   Highvale scored one
more  run  in  the fi.fth  inning.  but were  unable to  bridge
the gap in the  scores.

This  was  a  fine  performance  by  the  Ashwood

girls  against very  strong  opposition.
Final  Score:  Ashwood  6  d.  Highvale  4.

Game 3 vs Syndal Tech.

Ashwood qualified for the Burwood Groiip Final
by winning  their third  game  in  convincing  fashion

Tamara Mulholland again dominated the game
with her excellent pitching, striking out seven batters in
three  innings,  and  she was well  supported  in the field
by  Fiona  Sale  and  Gillian  Pitman.

The  Ashwood  batters showed great   discipline
and  power,  with  Sally  Dunlop,  Narelle  Pitman,  Emily
Pedersen,   Gillian   Pitman   and   Tamara   Mulholland
being  prominent.    Consistent  run-scoring  jn  each  in-
nings gave  Syndal Tech.  no chance.
Final  Score: Ashwood 31  a..  Syndal Tech.  2.

ATHLETICS

BURWOOD  GROUP
Herd  at  Doncaster athletics Track

on  12th  and  14th September

ASHWOOD COLLEGE
First placings --~--14
Second  placings ----  10
Third  placings --~--15

BEST  PEF}FOFIMANCE
Coral  Huber                2-
Chris  Bochstein
Joanne  Dunstan
Dzung  Nguyen
G"lian  Pitman
Cindy  Bochstein
Bob  Elliot
Timothy Teo Teo
Carly  Easton

EASTEBN ZONE
Held  at  Doncaster

1-2nd       2-3rd

on  Tuesday  llth  october
Joanne  Dunstan             2nd      under21    Highjump
Dzung  Nguyen                4th        under  15   discus
Timothy Teo  Teo
Gilllan  Pitman
Harry  Koijlouris
Bob    Elliot

4th        under  14 discus
5th        under  13  discus
5th         under  l6 javelin
5th         under21400  in
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INTERMEDIATE FOOTBALL.

Ashwood were unable to field a team in the
Burwood group because many ot the playerswere
in the seniorteam. However, the team was entered
in    the    "Quit"    competition    organjsed    by    the
Pichmond  Football Club.

Games began in August  and our first oppo-
nents were  De La Salle at home. Ashwood domi-
nated the game and won easily 13.8.86 to 8.9.57.

Matt Hall playing at full forward kicked 10 goals
whilst  Jason   Wade,   acting  captain,   played  ex-
tremely well  on  the  ball.  They  had great  support
from F}oss  Parisi,  Michael  Burke and Chris Poch-
stein.

The match against Oakleigh Tech was very
one-sided   with   Ashwood   winning   comfortably,
11.14.80 to 2.3.15.   Team captain Gavin Edwards
had 35  possessions in  a match-winning perform-
ance.    He  had  great  support  from Jason  Wade,
Matt  Hall,  Chris  Pochstein,  Harry  Koulouris  and
Craig  Stitt.

Ashwood  met  Burwood  Group champions
Syndal Tech.  in  a match to decide the qualifier to
the  next  round.     In  a  very  close  match  all  day
Syndal   Tech   won   by   9    points,    9.13.    67   to
Ashwood.s  8.10.58.

It    was    an    excellent    effort    considering
Ashwood's 2 State reps, Gavin Edwards and Matt
Hall,  were  in   Hobart  for  the   Australian  schools
championships.

Jason Wade played extremely well and was
well-supported  by  Harry  Koulouris,   Pon  Keech,
Scott   Henrickson,   Michael   Burke   and   Plichard
Leigh.

All players in the team tried  hard  and con-
tributed well  in  all  games.

P.  Jenes.

SENIOR   FOOTBALL ..... „ ....

Ashwood  College  participated  in  both  the  VFL
SUN  CUP  COMPETITION    and  the  Burwood  Group
Competition.   For the first time in its history Ashwood
College  played  at VFL Park  and  drew  one  of the best
secondary schools -Wantirna High School.

Wantirna  overwhelmed  Ashwood  in  the  second
half and  won by  54  points:  14.12.96  to  6.6.44.    Better
players   were  Jason   Wade,   Grant   Firth,  John-Paul
Lefebure,  Pierre  Salama  and  Rob  E]1iot  kicked  three
goals.  A few days later Ashwood played Oakleigh Tech-
nical School and in a high scoring game won by 20 points;
17.16.118 to 14.14.98.  Derryn Harrison kicked five goals
and Gavin Edwards was best on ground.

The  next  match  against  Knox  Technical  School
was unsuccessful due to a fairly lethargic  approach and
the  16  points less  eliminated us from  the  competition,
11.10.76 to 9.6.60.   Steven Answerth kicked 4 goals and
Grant Firth kicked three to be amongst the best players.

The f]rst match in the Burwood Group was against
Mt.  WaveT`ly  High  School.   After a  slow start Ashwood
easily defeated their arch-rivals by 46 points.
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by P. Jenes

THE SENIOF` TEAM  played three matches in the  Burwood Group winning two and  losing one,  and missed the
finals.

The first match against Blackburn South was a "nail-biter" with Blackburn South all out on the last ball for
loo  runs,  2 runs short of Ashwood's 6 for 102.

Captain Jon  Gill took 5 wickets for 30  in a  match winning  performance,  and  Pob  Elliot  2 for 9.   Andrew
Stainthorpe top scored with  27.

Mount Waverley had an easy 57 run win against Ashwood in our second match.   Nine for 176 against all
Out  119.

Jim  Cairns  had  bowling  figures  of  6  for  36  whilst  Steve  Answorth  top  scored  with  28,  and  Andrew
Stainthorpe 24.

The final match  against Burwood Tech  started disastrously when we  lost 5 wickets before 20 runs were
on the board.   However some very strong batting by Jud Harding 37,  Grant  Firth  19 and Christian Jackson  17
got the team to 95 runs for the  loss of 8 wickets.   Burwood just missed by one run with 5 for 94 after 20 overs.
Jon  Gill took 3 for 7 and was supported by some very good fielding.

The team worked hard together and were competitive in all their matches.

The Ashwood College Chess team comprised Year 8 students (except for one match where Tuan Ta of Year
9 came off the bench to I.ound out the quartet) and played quite well against (mainly) senior students from
a number of private schools and Mt. Waverley High School. The games were played in a friendly atmosphere
and the students acquitted themselves well.

GIRLS AND  PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
(G.A.P.A PF}OGRAM)

The G.A.P.A program is designed to inprove the self esteem of girls by promoting and encouraging their

participation in priysical activities that they are  able to  succeed in and enjoy.

It is also to motivate them to attempt more challenging activities and to i mprove their overall concept of self
worth.

Year 10 andl 1  girls were targeted tor term two because of the low number ot girls, in comparison to boys,

participating  in  any physical  activitiy.   There were  also  requests for activities from  the  girls  in  these  levels.

During weeks 2 and 3 of Term 2, girls from years 10 andl 1  began to participate in a Program of Physical
Activities, which  included aerobics,  squash,  racquetball,  gym  and spa.

There were very positive and enthusiastic responses from the gi rls participating and many requested more
demanding adventure-type activities such  as windsumng,  snorkelling,  scuba and horseriding in addition to the
existing  program.

The program is subsided by a grant from theD.S.P thus making it possible for girls to participate in a large
range of  activities previously unavailable.
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ASHW®®HD  G®ELH4IEGIE;  GYMINASTIICS  TIEAM  fl988

Back Row:  Mr.G  Ship;  Cindy Rochstein;  Belinda Mccaskill; Haans Siver;  Marain Jenkins;  Kristine
Beachamp; Janeen Distel;  Karen Phillips;  Mrs.  W.  Rochstein.

Front Row: Joanne Selwood; Darlene Bromage; Jane Derwent.

Burwood Group champions  1988     (4th in arow)
Senior team; Eastern Runners Up.

Burwood group Gymnastics

The Ashwood College Girls Gymnastics Team won
the  Burwood  Group   ClyTnnastics  Trophy  for  the
fourth year in a row, despite being hard hit by illness
and injuries.

The SENIOR team overcame  indifferent
performances on the beam to produce brilliant per-
formances in the flc\or and vault to convincingly take
FIRST PLACE, while the JUNIOR team also per-
formed well on the floor and vault to finish in THIRD
PLACE.
Consistently  excellent  performances  by  CINDY

ROCHSTEIN  and  KAREN  PHILLIPS  resulted in
them being named as the best all-round Junior and
Senior gymnasts of the competetion.
OUTSTANDING  RESULTS

CINDYROCHSTEIN     Floor and vault
JANE DERWENT           Vault
KAREN PHILIPS             Floor
BELINDA McCASKILL Floor and Vault
JANEEN DISTELL         Floor
HAANS SIVER                 Optional vault.

Eastern Zone Gymnastics
Seniors...

Floor  Bars   BeamvaultTotal

K Phillips
8. Mccaskill
H. Siver
L. MCMillan
K Beauchamp
Janeen Distel

Final Points. „

1Vermont    110.6
2 Ashwood   104.0
3Templestowe        102.2
4Upwey        100.2
5 Wanganui park    98.6
6 Camberwell            94.5
7 Maroondah              76.9

Ashwood Gymnasts Win Title Again
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Interschool Netball, as usual, attracted a large number of girls, with more than fifty throughout the College
trying outy for the teams. It is always a pity that not all triers make the teams, but with six teams a large
number are able to play.

The Junior teams were coached by Mrs Sharon Foster, assisted by Mrs Sara Yann opoulos, and the girls from
Years 7 and 8 in those two teams were Jane Anderson (7A), Kylie Burt (7A), Kalina Brown (78), Jenny Cas
(78), Merissa Elliott (7D), Leanne Boyson (7E), Sara Lawrence (8A), Angie Dickson (8A), Eileen Cummings
(8A), Caylene Hall (8A), Kin Wakeham (8A), Taryne MCLachlan (8C), Rachael Fandrich (8D), Debbie de
Stefanis (8D) and Priscilla Duffus (8C).

The Intermediate teams, coached by Rebecca Hodgkin of Year 12, and supervised by Mrs Sharon Foster,
included Caterina Jadrijevic (9A), Sandra Walker (9A), Kristine Beauchamp (98), Michelle Lefebure (98),
Lisa Thorn (9A), Myra Harding (98), Melanie Gibson (9A), Elizabeth Cardoso (10C), Carly Easton (10C),
Hayley  Mockett  (lob),  Sally  Hiam  (lob),  Belinda  Higgins  (loo),  Rachel  Shannon  (lob)  and  Natalie
Saunders ( lop).

The Senior teams were coached by Mrs Anne van den Berg, assisted by everybody, and included Shelley
Brunning, Marnie Edwards, Sheridan Mulholland, Lisa Reitbauer, Belinda Mccaskill, Kerry Mortimer,
Anabela Cardoso, Loan Nguyen and Sandra Brash of Year 11, and Cal`ole Anderson, Lorraine Bird, Rebecca
Hodgkin, Megan Davis, Kellie Thorn, Susan Engberg and Christine Kerney of Year 12, with Joanne G]over
filling in on several occasions.

All teams had mixed seasons, with scme excellent win s mixed up with some tosses. The Junior A team looked
promising for the finals for a while, but didn't quite make it through -perh ap s next year! \All team members
attended training regularly and played their best in all games - no-one could ask for more.

Mrs Foster and Mrs van den Berg, as well as Elizabeth Cardoso, were all called on at times to assist with
the umpiring -and both Mrs Foster and Mrs van den Berg can testify to the enormous difficulty of coaching
a team while you are umpiring on another court! The assistance of girls to help out here was always much
appreciated, and there were always people more than willing to help out with tasks such as scoring.

Perhaps the most important feature of the netball was the good sportsmanship displayed throughout and
the obvious enjoyment the gil`1s get from playing the game - this is always an excellent advertisement for
our College.

Thank you to all who took part -players, coaches, assistants, umpires and scorers -keep up the good attitude
and sportsmanship next year -and we'll work together to try to get a few teams through to the final s a s well ! !

©©H4H4RE@RE     @TUHE`

A capacity crowd attended bye grand fmal of the College Quiz, held in the College Library.
Speaking to the audience after he had I)resented the winner, John Lang of 10A, with his prize,

World "Sale of the Century" Champion Gary Young congratulated all the contestants on their ability
and encouraged those present to rake park next year.

This is the second year in a row that John has won, and it was suggested that he might need an
additional handicap in future.  The contest, run on a handicap basis over five three minute rounds, saw
the Senior Champion, Matthew MacKenzie, pick up in the early rounds; however, he slowed and John
got away to a clear lead.

THE FINAL SCORES lhrERE .... „.
1ST-JOHN  LANG                         175
2ND-DON LIEU                               130
2ND-ANDREW LANG                      130
3RD-MATTHEW MACKENZIE       70.
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DRAMATIS   PERSONAE

Za
S ammer Abdelhakim
Ricky  Abela
Jane Anderson
Adman Baker
rink Bullen
Kylie Burt
Fiona Clark
Lauren Dircks
Mostafa EI Kassaby
Craig Gercovich
Georgia Gissing
Gina limnyo
Nicole Men sforth
Peter Michail
Tin Nguyen
Vinh Nguyen
Co]in Robinson
Rae Selwood
Simon Tan
Dale Welsh

Zb
Richard Bampton
Matthew BolLuc
Darlene Bromage
Kalina Brown
Jenny Cas
Dim itra Christopoulos
Nathan Galea
Ashley Grayden
Tricia Harvey
Mchael Hill
Amanda Klng
Andrew Lang
Fraser Mcbean
Kathryn Michaud
Joanne Packer
David Philpot[
Robb William
Timothy Tco Teo
Sean Ward
Ludovic Wood
Adam Woods
Evary Zo ungouridi s

Z£
Melanie Archer
Melanie Biscuit
Chris Blackwell
Todd Carter
Tilda Efe
Brian Dickson
Simon Fair
Tom Featherson
Wei Foo Fung
Tina Godau

Lucy Grimwood
NIchael Hewston
Jason Jennings
Glenn Longstaff
Andie Meunier
Fahima Niazmand
Jason Richards
Cindy Rochstein
Stacey S tewart
Danny Ted
Robert Tumey
Jared Telling

Zd
Samantha Aitken
Leonie Balderstone
Bret[ Birchall
Jason Burrows
Nerissa Ellio[
Leon  Evangelistis
G eoff Felsen [hal
Shane Hamill
Bindi Harris
Paul Jenkins
Gillian Piman
Elizabeth Read
Nigel Richards
Melinda Rilcy
Maria Skliros
Luke Stainthoxpe
Anothy Too Teo
David Watts
S heryn Watts
S colt Wearing
Shone Carlson

Z£
Audrey Ally
Effie Apostolou
Tom Azzopardi
Claire Broadley
Stcven Brown
Jodie Dennis
JusLin  Ellio[

Martin Heyward
Rcbecca Hacking
Colleen Ireland
Amber Jackson
Adam Jones
Michellc Kmss
Guy Ncaves
Scmek Patrzalek
Katerina Petropou los
Chris Sivcr
Luke Stokes
Robert Stuchbery
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8a
Paul Carol
Mellisa Chak
Dinh Chung
Brent Coleman
Eileen Cummings
Angie Dickson
S amanatha Foenander
Malk Geoghegan
Caylene Hall
Adam Higgin
Marcus Hole
Cheree Holzer
John Horvath
Georgia Ioannou
Sara Lawrence
Truc Nguyen
Naomi Perry
Hayden Spaudling
Tricia Thompson
Kim Wakeham
Paul Whelan
Adam Wright

an
Mehissa Aalbers
Sally Armstrong
Corey Ballis
Peter B urchanan
Susan Cunningham
Jonathon Eerden
Penny Evangelisus
B lake Farmer-B owers
Manan Jenkins
Matthew Kmgston
Chris Kyriakou
Brctt May
Sanjay Mohan
Paul ine Noble
Michelle Ord
S tuart O'conner
Em ily Pedersen
Narelle Piman
Ken Poutakidis
Mandy Smith
Louise Welsh

8£
Mohammcd Bakhach
Sorie Baltatzidis
Mark Boulel
Douglas Bower
Rob Gas
Trinh Do My
Priscilla Duffus
Leigh Gilpin
Michel]e Hope
Andy Jakopanec
John Koroncos
Taryne MCLachlan

Anthony Michaud
Tamara Mullholland
Vihn Na
Dzung Nguyen
Mae Pederson
Jim Peristeris
Michael Spiroch
Jason Van Schilt
John Young

8d
Garth Ballatine
Travis Buns
Mary-Cath Calms
Jar ie Cartledge
Travis Croll
Debbie De Stefanis
Melinda Fall
Rachael Fandnch
Sarah Gill
Ben Koschmam
Dale I.angmaid
Simon Law
Stuart Mcphie
Noelene Nolan
Nathan Pask
Dominik Patrzalek
Nina Pederson
Rachel Powell
Michelle Rayner
Nicholas Smith
Mchael Storer
Daniel Timblin
Lap Tram
Becky Tuner

8E

Aaron Baird
Angela Bartlelt
Ftristy Belleville
Jean-Pierre Bram
Sally Dunlop
Shannon Floyd
Jenny Jordan
Annabel Mock
Gareth Morgan
Shafiq Niazmand
Jay Nimmervoll
Pan Rogers
Fiona Sale
Shelley Smith
Koby S tanfield
Jonathan Thomas
Pao Vang
Grant Vincent
Danny Webster
Matthew Welch
Richard Wenzler
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9A

Pauline Abela
Louise Baker
Anthony Davis
Carly Duffus
Jason Gathercole
Melanie Gibson
Stuart Hamstead
John Huber
Caterina Jadrijevic
John Naddaf
Cordon Neaves
Chris Paul
Mellissa Ramsay
G rcg S tares
Tuan Ta
Liesl Taylor
Lisa Thorn
S andra Walker
S leven Watts
Matthew White

98

Kclly Anderson

Karen Beach
Kristine B eauchamp
Dara Brown
Glcnn Churchus
Robert Davidson
My Dieu Do
Julie Hall
Guy Hancack
Brett Hill
Coral Huber
Lisa Koroneos
Justine Law
Mchelle Lefebure
Richard I.eigh
Phuoc Ngoc Ly
Tram Nguyen
Joanne Selwood
Daniel Spain
Maria Thomopoulos

9C

Scott Beechey
Paul Brook
Jane Derwent
Tho Duong
Gavin Edwards
Pe[er Harring[on
Tonia Holland
Michelle Howell

Harry Koulouris
Don Lieu
Colin Martin
Daoud Mershedi
Toula Mous takas
Debra North
Donny Pattenden
Chris Rachstein
Kate Ryall
John Viney
Jodie Watts
Stuart Withers

9D

Jason Ally
Jason Corlett
Anlhony Dimo
Mario Faife
Carlene Martin
Daniel Orr
Bronwyn Phillips
Adrian Schlegel
Mandy Schoenfelder
Viggen Tomasian
Tammy Virgona
Joanne Weanng

9E

Paul Ballantine
ivfichael Burke
Joseph Calms
Nicole Chak
Grant Craig
Samson Dalakas
Justin Evans
Joanne Clover
Craig Hopkins
Amanda Matthcws
Tatum Neary
Christian Nelson
Francis O'Loughlin
Bronwyn Rasti
Jason Saultry
Caneron Walker

9F

Jane Black

John Bourcher
John Caldwell
Catherine Chak
Scott Foulger
Gary Liddy

Heath O'Donoghue
Kicran O'Heam
Paul Papas
Jane Schncidcr
Tony Muscarillo
Tim  Roberts

10A

Karen Bcrg
Loc Dang
Emma Douglas
Mandy Evens
Narclle Goldsworlhy
Vanessa Grace
Mclanic Kendrick
John Long
Miguel  Magana
Milan  Maricic
Cameron  MCKenzic
Andrew Mirecki
Mario Mirecki
Carry Noble
Alexander Nollcr
Brad Oliver
Rebccca Powcll
Napoleon Rode7,no
Rosa Rodriguez
Haans Siver
Fiona Spaulding
Jason Wade
Kylie Wakeham

loo

Shiva Akhtakhavari
Andreas Bailis
Marion Bower
Andrew Burrows
Kylie Calvi
Georgie Dimitroulas
Belinda Gilpin
Sally Hiam
Belinda Higgins
Adam Jenkins
Ron Keech
Debbie MCGrath
Melissa Mock
Hayley Mocke[t
Lisa Nor[h
Ross Parisi
Richard Pimlot(

Mclissa Robinson
Natalic Saunders
Rachel Shannon
Cra,g SLi,t

Mc<igan Thomas

Sonia van  Schill

10C

Paul  Bcwley
Mark Canoll
Nghi Chung
Dale Croll
Jus[in Cusack
Carly Easton
Carrie Pong
Monique Hallcr
Michcllc Hogan
Rcbccca Hordcm
Jason  Hurlcy
Paul Kelly
Louise Koschmann
Cameron Macphie
James Newton
Heidi Niklas
Matthew Phillips
Sarah Purdy
Tarn Ta
Sialae Teoteo
Lcah Touloupas
Elpida Zoungouridis

Alicia Oswald

10D

Elliot' Boek
Sherrie Brash
Wayne Cooper
Robyn Dixon
Minh Do
Michael  Doomcrnik
Jason Francis
Matthew Hall
ScoLt Hendrickson
Travis Lewis
Leslie Margrie
Jcanie Mccoll
Mark Nagyivan
Brett Nautili
Michael Nicholls
Wal ter S choen felder
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EEH

Alan Berg
Lynette B lanchard
Jodie Boyson
Shelley Burning
Sandra Chan
Jodie Churchus
Joanne Dunstan
Linda Howell
Michelle Lloyd
Vicki Magana
Belinda Mccask]ll
Clifton Mead
Kerry Mortimer
Quy Phy Nguyen
Kathy Peck
Ben Pederson
Thuam Pham
Ben Spain
Michelle Thompson
NIchelle Zammit[

118

Dave Alivio
Robert Allenby
Susan Armstrong
James Cairns
Dcanne Davis
Manic Edwards
Jessica Greenwell
Tony Holt
Laura Hood
Christian Jackson
Greg Koulaxizellis
Linda Lombardi
Lesley MCMillan
Ruth Nadj
Irene Sinadino
Con Souhleris
Tina Stavropoulos
Troy Varker
Robert Wenzler

in
George Balayannis
Sandra Brash
Gillian  Briggs
Tracey Deering
Simon Fandrich
Bobby Hadzic
Kate Hanstead
Knsti Jackson

Tia Kings hott
Tanara Mclnnes
Yvonne Morn[t
Lcun Nguyen
Sandra Noller
Diane Petropoulos
Dusko Petrovic
Karen Phillips
Corey Salm
Andrew S rainthorpe
Robert S todolak
Hoa Ta

ne
Mark Aalbers
At>dul Bakhach
Julie Bebe
Gladys Diaz
Janeen Distel
Genevieve Evens
Grant Firth
Libby Hancock
Jennie inond
Sadie Logan
S heridan Mulholland
Leng Na
Glenn Neaves
Truong Nguyen
Paul Niklas
Lisa Reitbauer
Darren Saunders
Jason Tinning
Robert Wi thers
Michelle Raab

RE

Marcus Blair
Mchelle Chak
Sam Derwent
Robbie Elliot[
Lawrence Coffin
Rohan Coffin
Roland Homewood
Cameron Mccoll
Paul  Moldrich
Brad Mcore
Esmail Niazmand
Perry Paye[
Yul-John  Roman
Mana Sakellaris
Andrew Taylor
Can eron Troltcr

12A

Afshin Akhtarkhavari
Carole Anderson
Jason Anderson
Peng Cheong
Rowena Davies
Megan Davis
S usan Engberg
Anon Fattricotti
Jonathan Gill
Victona Hamstcad
Philip Haroutunian
Rebecca Hodgkin
Ron Hola
Anh Luong
Matthew MCKenzie
Lyndon Warfe
Wiueka Wcx)ster

E!Li]

David Cox
Con Gcorgaklis
Doreen Gheblikian
Jim Giannakopoulos
Justin Harding
Jodi Hutchens
An thony Kingshott
Nick Kandyliotis
Kam Lim
Glen Melville
Rachel Rendall
Karen Smith
Vinh Tat
John Thomopoulos
Kellie Thorn

lil
S[ephen Answerth
Lorraine Bird
Share Drieberg
Lenise Hall
Christine Kemey
Renee Krauth
Bryce Mulholland
Elke Lambert
Greg Oliver
Hcman Quinlana
Greg Ramsdele
Leanne Rimbaldo
Glenn Tumor
Cheryl Whlte

12D

hhatthew Allan
Dean Coleman
Michelle Dunlop
Katrina Gotsis
S teven Haylock
Jen-Paul Lefebure
Pathcia Mcaluso
ShokriaNiazmand
Memi Pantelios
Glenn Ryan
Pierre Salama
Vicki Tizi
hfucia Urrutia
NIk Whearam
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